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Introduction 
,.. 
/ 
Writing ot Yeats' revision practices, Lady -Gregoq once 
exclaimed that the great lrl.Jh poet was "working over those 
1 
old poems as if for a competition for eternity. 11 The publi-
cation of The Variormn Edition of the Poems of Wo Bo Yeats by 
ccz::::a::::::: -i - -==:t ~ -==mt ---==- ...., 
Peter Allt and Russell K. Alspach in 1957, definitely es-
tablished the length to which Yeats revised in his quest !or 
perfection and clearly indic~atad that his 'competition for 
eternityt was based not merely' on 'those old poems•--most 
probabzy meant to refer to the poems included in Yeats' first 
two published volumes of poatrys Crossays and The Rose--but 
on the totality of his poetic outputo Evidently-, revision waa 
an important aspect. of the craftsmanship of William Butler 
Yeats; and on the basis of this assumption, I intend to make 
a thorough study of his reviaions in an attempt to define·· 
th~r role in his craftsmanship and in his stylistic develop-
ment. 
' Perhaps the best advance may be made by the enmeration 
0.-,(" 
of the "total variety of changes to be found in the poetzy of 
William Butler Yeats. There are five basic categories of 
alterations: (1) variations in the spellings· of w~s; (2) 
, 
l 
·--.. variati-ons in the mode of punct1JB.t.ion; . {_3)_ vari.atJ .. one_ itl --···-- _____ _ 
ca111grapl)1'; (4) vari~ti.ons which slightly alter the sense 
of the text; and CS) variations which greatly alter the text. 
r 
-:#: 
"!•.",-» 
,· 
... 
.'·-. 
•._ ...... _ 
'· 
0 
I 
Close examination of these groups, in the light of aiholar4' 
research, will demonst;rate which· are conscious alterations and 
thereby direct my approach to the stu<tr of I'eat-s 1 revision of 
his lyric poetry-o 
Of the variations in the spelling of words there are two 
"!-,; 
types, "certain Irish names and. words of Gaelic origin; and 
' . 2 
certain common words· of general use. " These variations seem 
to be unregulated; in fact., as G.D. P. Allt has pointed out, 
Yeats was a poor speller. Allan Wade, the editor of Yeats' 
letters., has made the following cmmants on the matter of 
Yeats' spelling: 
Yeats was an uncertain and erratic speller., as he 
was always reaczy' to admit. In bis earlier letters 
spelling mistakes are., on the whole., infrequent., but 
as he grw older his spelling deterioratedo Mrs. Yeats 
says that it ti'a.s alwa.vs at his uorst -ahen he t'12S over-
tired, ill or worried. It was not necessarily difficult 
words over which he came to grief; so simple a wrd as 
'indeed' will sometimes be written 'endeed, 1 and he 
was· 'Capable of spelling hi.a daughter• s name 'Ann' and 
•Anne' in the same lettero 
3 
Illustration of Yeats' unusual sp~lling in old · age is found ;n 
the tollowing excerpt from a letter which Yeats wrote to 
....... ·- . . - . -- - . _ __
___. --
Dorothy Wellesle;y in 19,)6: 
The $,ami is a constant instruction and delight • 
. , 
He puts sugger in bis soup, in bis salad, in bis 
P. 
. I 
-. 
.'.; .~ ......... , ........ . 
.. , ·":.' 
~ ·. 
} 
. :···· ·-····· '- ....• ··-·-, , .... -~··";--• ~. --:..,""'. ' 
vegetables., -08Dd then una:peetedJJ" puts ·salt on stewed 
·p,. 
pares. Sometimes he mixes salt, sugger and pepper 
mera:cy, I think because-pis eyes light upon them. He 
says 'I like all the six flavours but prefer sugger'. 4 
The variant spellings ··of Irish words are not so much Yeats• 
~ 
:c· fault as the result of the generally Wllrsgulated state of the 
........ ~ .. . . .. ·. 
spelling of those words at the time that Yeats was writing; 
according to Allan Wade, regarding the spelling of Irish 
names, "there seems to have been little agreement in the 
earlier· dqs of the Gaelic revival. ".5 
or the variations in the mode of punctuation., Allt has 
written: "These occur for e,lery poem [in Crosswy;s and !!!! 
Rose ] and·· in almost eveey edition: but they appear to have 
been caused b;y the printer• s whims and not by the poet• s 
wishes. 116 Allt has subst~tiated his position by references 
,. 
to a conversation with Mrso t"lo Bo Yeats t-1ho explained that 
the poet had avowed, 811 knott nothing about punctuation •••• 
~· 
7 
I never know when I should use a semicolon or a colon. " 
Harl.on Witt has produced convincing evidence for the un-
. 
. -
importance of Yeats' changes in punctuati. on: 
••• edi. tors or printers pointed the war k to suit th•-· 
selveso Yeats's holograph of Easter, 1916., for example, 
sent to Clement Shorter, who published it in a pamphlet 
for his- friends., is punctuated little and quite dif-
ferentl.7 from the printed poem. That Yeats did not 
.. 
-
correct the poem in P-roof is suggested b7. the covering 
I :, 
' ./
·_,.,, - .... ,, ........... ' 
3 T 
. ... ·-----
=r= 
. . -.... -_ ,· .. ~~ 
.-~ 
.. ·. ,,,_. ':~· _,, -.. -..:.· ··.r.::~--c-: :: . . ,_,<:"<. ·:)\.: .-
.. 
letter to Shorter,, who apparentl.1' was to see the po• 
. . 8 
thro~ the press. 
~,, 
Whether or not the changes in calligrap!v', which, accord-
ing to Allt, are quite varied, are a matter of interest in the 
stU<V" of Yeats• conscious a.rtistzy is not definite; only the 
testimoey of more manuscripts than are nou available to the 
general scholarly public will answer this questiono Since I 
have not been able to examine Yeats• manuscripts, I intend to 
ignore these changes. Therefore, m;y- study mll be confined to 
(1) changes which slightly alter the sense of the text and 
(2) cbaDges -ahi.ch greatly alt~ the texte 
An inti,oductoey· outline of organization and procedure 
., 
remains to be made. The first chapter has for its subject 
Yeats• revision of his early poetry (poems included in Cross-
ways and ~ Rose); emphasis is placed upon those revision 
tendencies which appear exclusively in connection m th the 
early poetry and upon those poems which, vrltten early but 
· revised late in 11£8, underwent major revisione The second 
chapter undertakes a stud;r of the remaining revisions; how-
ever., emphasis is placed upon alterations made in the poetey 
beginning with,!!!! Wind Among~ Reeds and extending through 
Last Poems. 
j 
"' 
... . . .. . . ,'• "' ·····•· ..... ·:.; .......... ·.· .. _·. ~ .... _:-·--~·""·--... ----~ 
'"1 . 
.'"'-' 
..,.. 
s -
Chapter I 
" 
ThC1Das Parkinson has made a concentrated analysis· of "tour 
1-
JI" phases in ·Yeats' developmento" in wbich he stresses the poet 1. s 
.. , 
·s-· ··-
revision of bis early poetry., particularly as it was in-
fluenced by the years or writing dramas tor the Abbey Theater. 
According to Parkinson, 
In the first phase (1889-1901) he [Yeats] corrected the 
. 
style of his early poems, established his basic subject 
matter, and refined his manner of treatment. In the 
second phase (1899-1911) he extended his early mannm-
and matter by amplifying his poetics to Sllit the needs 
of the theatre and sventually--in his Pl~s for an 
Irish Theatre--succaeded in transcending the limits of 
bis early verse which he had once so consciously es-
tablish.ed and accepted. Than from 1903-1921 he applied 
to his lyric verse the lessons learned frau the stage. 
Each of the first three phases was a progressive step 
toward satisfying sane necessi. ty ot his art by perf act-
ing or extending its possib;lities. The fourth phase, 
• 
on the other hand, is a stopping point, and the re-
visions made between 1925 and 1933 are more negative. 
F-rt>lli--them Ye·ats atta.tnad-·no--·new ·knowledge; he merely 
expressed his sense o! the supe-riori ty of his later 
. l 2 sty e.~ 
I believe it is clear from this brief introduction that tba 
'"-
'~ 
' -, . .,.,,._··• ... ,•r,••• ___ ,,.,..,. •-· '" - • .. ----•v-~-----•-••·-....-•·•-·-·-····w•··~----~---; ., .. .,_,,,,;,;.,•., ... , .. • • _·; • '.' ... :.:....' _:...· .. 
~ 
·.·. 
/1, 
.;., .; .... - .. .;.....:. .. · ... ; ......... .;._:. .. -
I -
importance of farld.nson' s vQrk: is sufficient to warrant 
initial consideration. 
6 . 
, Yeats• descript.ion ot his poetJy in the preface to Poma., 
published in London in 1895-, is "as a work intended to con-
3 
vey a single effect." Here are the .poet's words: 
This book contains all the writer cares to. pre-
serve out of his previous volumes of verse. He lias 
revis~d, and to a large extent re-rJT.itten, ,!!!! Wander-
ings ~ Ushaen and the lyrics and ballads from the same 
volme_., and expanded and, ha hopes, strengthened The 
. --
CoW1tass Cathleen. He has, however, been compelled to 
leave unchanged ma.J\V lines he would gladly have rewi-itten, 
because his present sld.11 is not great enough to sepa-
.. 
rate them from thoughts and expressions which seem to 
· Rim worth preserving. 4 
Yeats goes on to describe the volume incl med. The Crossways 
j 
lyrics were so named, he says, "because in them he tried m8J\V' 
pathways; .,.S and The Rose lyrics -so called, "for in then he ••• 
-
.found ••• the only patht-ray whereon he can hope to see wi. th his 
6 
own eyes the Eternal Rosa of Baau"tu7" and of Peaceo 11 Parkinson 
has argued that between 1889 and 1892, Yeats "had discovered 
in the Celtic and occult the area of his true concern [ these 
forces bore fruit in ,!!!! Rose poems], but before making those 
discoveries he had explor-ad---v.arious possi_bilities offered to 
him by the1gene.ral stream of European culture and the quali-
ties of his personal experience [ these motives lie behind the 
I 
I 
I 
l 
J 
..... ---1.... ,. 
7 
--~--
7 Crosna.ys lyrics) • 0 Thus, !!!! Bose lyrics had becaae Yeats• 
· standard of evaluation. 
Parkinson has assigned three reasons for Yeats• exclusion 
<I 
of seventeen of the 1889 poems from the 189.5 volwne: (1) by 
189S., ,Yeats disliked·'·the manner of some of the poems and had 
not skill to salvage them; ( 2) in some cases 1 oths r poems more 
adequatei, treated the subject matter; and (.3) some poems 
treated at length matters too far removed fran Yeats• Irisbism. 
Since rq paper does not deal directly tii..th exclusions (which, 
strictly speaking, are not revisions), r,ather than treat than 
at length, I will hasten to more relevant matters. 
A. Minor Rsvisionso Yeats' revisions or 169.$., Park:l.n-
8 
son ha~ ascertained., "worked toward a few pn.mary ends.'' 
principally correction of things that were obviously wrong 
.and the purging of Pre-Baphaelite elements from his style, a 
phenomenon which has been observed in the first important study 
of Yeats• revisions, made by G. D. Po Allt in 191'1.& and 194S,9 
on the bas:i. s of the first two volumes of poetry. From his 
.. 
studies, Allt has determined that the revision of these lyrics 
r 
illustrates a "• •• revolt against the 'poetic' and the cult of 
•art £or art's sake'; and a revolt against a sentimental cult 
of the antique; o o o nlO These revisions are lim.i.ted9 by and 
-
large, to the first two volumes of poetry and generate fn>m a · 
··- ...... 
t. 
.. 
vital change which. Yeats' was forcing ·b:l.1iisel.f to. make near··tne-·_: '""······· .. ····~ ······--··-·-· .. ···.··· 
end of the . centur.r-to break away from iremRaphaeli te in-
fluences. 
i 
.I> . 
-., '•!-'·•~- ~....;: ·....-- --· .. -
,, 
" 
It has ''·otten been said that some men are born poets ~ 
some men make poets of thamsel\tes; it might be said of Yeats 
8 
that he was born one kind of poet and made of himself another, 
very different kindo That Yea.ts' early poetey. shmrs strong 
Pre-Raphaeli ta influences is not at an· surprising, for Yeats., 
who was born on June 13, 186.S., grew to young manhood in the 
house~old of his father, J. B. Yeats., a Pre-Raphaelite painter, 
.. 
dur.l.ng the ascendancy or Rossetti., Swinburne., and Pater in the 
--
world of literatureo In London in the 18901 s he associated 
himself with admirers "of Rossetti in verse and of Pater in 
prose"11 and largely by_ his o.:m et.forts organized the Rtqmer•s ~ 
Club which came to ~nclude Rtchard Le Galli enne, Aubrey 
I ·"· Beardsley., John Davidson., Lionel Johnson» Arthur Symons, 
Ernest Rhys., Victor PlaIT, and Ernest Dowsono Ellman asserts 
that Yeats "was certain]Jr impressed by the artistic skill of 
some of than, especially Dowson and Johnson, and a little awed 
~ 
by them.n12 ·, I cannot help thinking that Dowson-in particular 
was of considerable influence on the early., immature poetic 
manner of w. B. Yeats., for stylistically their wrk has much 
in connnon: abundance of inversion and enjambment., superfluous 
use of traditionally poetic language9 and even an insistenli 
use of the rose as symbol of shifting meaning. 
By 189.5, Yeats had become dissatisfied with the image 
·- . 
cast br-tlJe ~ly -poems, and decided to remake himself by 
revising the poems in Crossways and ~ Rose. The process 
ot his disillusionment ld.th Pre-Raphaelitism is too complex 
' .. 
r, 
':la, ..... 
,. 
.. "" . - - -
... 
·_. •' 
to be traced here, but it should be stated that new forces 
we~ drl:ving him., pr.t.ncipall.y his in1,;erests in Ireland and 
"' . \ 
the Irish theater and his desire to mold a distinctive style. 
ConsequentlyD he explained that the 189S edition of Poems con-
tained all he cared to preserve, many of them "to a large 
· 13 
extent rewri tteno 81 Al.lt has listed as changes resulting 
from his revolt against aestheticism and the antique: (1) the 
eJ:imination of archaic and conventionally poetlc wordsJ (2) 
the eJim:lna:ti on of poetic· contractions; (3) the elimj nation of 
grammatical inversion; (4) the' elimination of unnecessa17 
. ' 
repetition and superfluous metaphor; and (5) the substitution . 
of formal for merely orn'amental repeti tion.14 
One of ~eats• early teachers was the poet w. E. Hellla,., 
,· 
.who acted as a literary adviser for a group of young poets · 
who met with him to discuss literary issue·s. at ,his heme in 
Rtchmond in the late· eighteen-eigh~es and esrq eighteen-
nl.neties.15 Yeats ~as recorded that Henley uas incli~d, to · · 
revise much 0£ the verse· which Yeats ·Hrote for the National ·. · ~~ 
Observer, even to the extent of "crossing out a line or a 
stanza and writing in one of his own., ..... n16 Yeats was 
ashamed of being rewritten., put feeling that he owed a d•bt 
to Henley he did .not resist·: 
tf' he [ Henl~ J had changed · every ·• has• ·to · 1 hath' I· · 
wuid. have let' 'him~· ~"/i>r ~ ti'aa~·we.not-:-SlUUlad _6ursel ves 
\ . 
-in bis generosity? 'My young men out do me and the, 
write better than I,' he wrote ln a,me 1etter praising 
• 
~ ,,.. •' 
~. 
:,,.-;_ 
\I; 
i ~ 
\) 
-~ 11 Q 
~. ·. 
'1 l ~ 
.9 
.,,,, ·.,_, .·,,. 
-Olarles Wbibley' s work, am to another friend with a 
copy of 1117 Man Who Dreamed of Fae:eylam: 'See what a 
fine_, __ thing has been written by one of my lads. ,l7 
10 
Yeats• statement indicates that Henley:' was partially respon-
sible for the abundance of conventionally poetic language in 
the younger poet's wrk; however» it is curious that an 
examination of Henley's poetxy fails to uncover the use ot 
hath or mv other such archaic poeticism. Possibly the older 
man preached what he did not care to practice, but had Yeats 
never referred to Henley's editing, these conventional 
poeticisms would have seemed the natural impr.1.nts of Pre-
Raphaelite and decadent poets, particular]T of Dowson. In 
this connection, it is significant that the revision away 
from conventionally poetic language occurs in verses written 
t• 
before 1900 and that after that date Yeats hesitated to use 
this Romantic dictiono In the greatest number of instances 
he simply converte~ tenns such as l!!, !31!.9 hath, ~, and 
thee to their modem equivalents, ·you, ~' !!!!, your, and ;rou, 
18 
respectively. 
A significant exception (which Allt has not noted) to 
I 
this practice is the retaining or the conventionally poetic 
when it lends an ·archaic or colloquial flavor appropriate to 
···:· ··························· ... the subject matter,· ·as· in "The Ballad·of Moll Mageen·~her·e- · 
' 
.... • ., ..... •.•. , .........
 , -· ............. .._.._..
 
·-----
•;,. .. ,r .~_. ·~I-wtEr "?etained ya·i·a~iines 'itfand 54 as we.ll is in line 2 ot 
-
•The Ballad of The Foxhunter,n· which though changed to you 
in Poems (189S) was changed back to l! in the 1927 reprl.nt, 
\ 
... 
" 
• • • ~.'!'. 
·I 
l 
·' 
•.:.- ~· :'w- ,_ "• 
·~-•a' 
! J 
11 
·:rn · which f om 1 t remained. The colloquial navor or- "The 
Ballad or Moll Magee" is enhanced by the change of husband 
to man in linss 5.9 22, and 41; and of forth to out in line 2S; 
-
·-
"The Meditation of the Old Fishennan" shows a similar change-.. /' 
l 
fish to take=-in line 7 e l9 
A less frequent but closal.1" related tendency in revision, 
the el1 mi nation of contractions, occurs in the early poet17, 
particularly in the Crossways volume. The best examples of 
this type or ··J?evision are found in "The Song of the Happy 
- ~ - . -
Shepherd21 from 't"Yhieh f'ol1011 var.Lant readings of several lines: 
. 
., 
. 
"'Mid clanging space a manent heard" became "In clanging space 
a moment heard" (2 - 1. 20); and ''Walking ghost:cy, •mong the 
dev" was altered to "Walking ghostly in the dew" (1. $2). 
20 
The natural order or speech became one of Yeats• touch-
stones; over and over ha proclaimed it» as in this letter to 
Dorothy Wellesley: "the natural words in the natural order is 
21 · · 
the fonuulao" In the revising of his early poet:eyJ gram-
matical inversion was scrapped in order to comply ,a th this 
fo:rmulao Speaking of':,, "lnnisi'ree" Yeats, in his Autobiograpq 
says, "A couple of years later I muld not have uritten that 
--
first line with its conventional. archaism=-'Ar.i.se and go1 --nor 
22 
"the inversion in the last stanzao n Sometimes the inversion 
.. , 
was erased ~ changing the sense, as in line 17 of "The Ballad 
-~· ·----.. ~'~·--·--· ... 
of the Old Foxhunter," wnich first read, "His Lollard lead 
they roun~ the lawn," but uhich was altered to "Brown Lollard 
treads upon the lawn" (17 - 1. 17). More often the inversion 
~ 
., 
~· 
12 
0 
was erased by retaining the :,ame words but in a q,"aifferent orderJ . ·-
line $ of "The Ballad of Moll Magee" affords an example: "My 
- . 
husband was a fisher poor" was revised to ''My man was a poor 
lisper" (16 - le S)e The Rose poems~ tooj have been rid of 
inversions; revised to "A klng is but a foolish labourer," the 
, 
' 
line originalJ7 ran, "A wild and foolish labourer is a ldng" 
.• 
~ 
(19 - 1. 27). Or.L~nally, the lover was asked to munnur -in 1m 
old age, "From us f'led love." Later he was allowed a syn-
-
-
tactical]3' more natural musing: "how love fled" (29 - 1. 10). 
Though approximately three quarters of the revisions awa,-
from inversion occur in these tt-10 volmnes, 2.3 similar changes 
are found in six of the ten remaining volumes, including the 
Last Poems. However, revision of the later poems generaJ.11' 
required the change of adjective,· noun, and verb positions 
but not the reshuf'fling or· major sentence elemellts as was 
often the case in the earlier poems; for examplej) "And stare 
like moths ware shining out ;1" became 11 And mothc:,like stars were 
flickering out.," and line 1.5 of "Sailing to Byzantium," "And 
-
4 
therefore have I sailed the seas and come / To the holy al ty 
ot Byzantimn0 " was altered to "And therefore I have sailed the 
seas and come / To the holy city of Byzantium" (211 - llo 15-16). 
Thus, where Yeats• conscious effort after 189.5 to avoid in-
. -
version did lapse1 at least fewer major contortions or syntax 
---~-- ------· ·-- ··24 --- ._.,,. ... - -·-. - -
.. 
were committed. • • · • ·· ' • •• ••'•' • • .• •· • • ' C
-; • ·.0 : :- • 
Though the erasure of repetition occurs throughout tba 
poet17, only in the early lyrics is there a substantial. enough 
'• 
~ 
~ 
~~ t; 
'.r, 
~ 
.. 
1-1 13 
\ "' 
. ..,. 
number ot changes to warrant serious consideration as the 
" result of a conscious drive to rid the poetry of that particu-
- ' ~ . -
lar element. This type of revision gener~ consists ot the 
changing or dropping of one word which originally occurred 
twice within the space ot one or two lines: the third and in 
-
three consecutive J1nes was changed to am (237 Cl llo 10-11); 
-
the second all in as many lines was dropped (357 - 1. 14) • 
-
. 
Occasional:cy- rewriting was necessar.,: "Hid in the earth• s most 
hidden part," became ''Hid under quiet bows apart," ( 7 - 1. · 12) • 
Surprisingly., the sparse'.cy' revised Last Poems volume contains 
three such changes (345 - 1. ll, 357 ~ 1. 14, and 370 - 1. 20). 2; 
The substitution of f'omal for merely ornamental repetition 
occurs less .frequently than the erasure of repetition; however, 
in several instances the results are strild.ng in that musical 
refrains are created. I4ne 38 of "Stolen Child" was .first 
·.'V'f 
written., "Come., 0 human childl" but was later regularized with 
lines 9 and 25; the alteration extended to the third stanza ot 
,. 
the poem an exact refrain which previously the first two 
stanzas shared: 
Come away, O human childl 
To the waters and the wild 
With a faery, hand in hand., 
·' ·;;;,, 
For the )T()rld I s more f'u.11 of weeping than you can understand. 
(11 ~ n. 9-12., ;.,?4-27, and 38-41). 
:.,. 1{.'' <'·. ~~ 
:'·:·· ':'s·· ;~ ''.'~,:~~.' :, . ·-,:·: ·:,;., ·. 
- . ; 
._ ,. .- " r -~ • ...---y T ,err• ... ,. r .. • ,. •, or~ - , - - • - • .,, · - - • • · • • · •" • • • • - , __ • . • ••••• • • . 
_.,,.... ,_.,. 1 ._. """ .,11111, :.titr 1 ,,,r.: ., 61 
- ··· · ·- -~ .. - · ··-- -·· -:· - · - -'l'hrough -the--use· -of· arti-s-'M.--c· repetition-&°' -n-ther ·.fortana:ta· -effeet- .. ·k. • • ~ • ·•. • • ·,,;.,, .. • • • ••• ,. , 
l 
I 
was obtained in "The Scholars," which shows Yeats• character-
istic abhorrence tor the tediousness of scholarship; Yeats• 
. -~ 
-_._ ,- .. "··'c:,!--........t~~-· ... ------·· .· -p ~--· ''.. -- ------,~.,,--._.-, ~.._.._- ·. __ .,. __ ; .-•,•:_;.,/•,'·::----· .. ·.-,_,(" .o.:.-·[(····•-,--:,-•••·~- =····· ... ,, ••.. 
•••" C < - • 
---.'-·-··-· .. ·-······· .· - ···•• • - ··--·-r• ·~· •-•·.i.>-'a---. >---- ·. ~··•,....,,-~ ,, <, 
feel:I ngs are conve7ed clearly enough in these l :1 uea: 
They'll cough in ink to the world's endt 
Wear ·out the carpet with their shoes 
Earning respect; have no strange .fl'iend; 
If they have sinned noboey- lmows. 
In changing the stanza to the description of the scholars• haunt., 
he enforced the drudgery through repetitions or word and sentence 
structure., thereby uniting sound and sense: 
All shutfie there; all cough in ink; 
. All wear the carpet with their shoes; 
-All think what other people think; 
All lmow the man their neighbor knows. 26 (161 - 11. 7-10). 
With Yeats• activities during the second phase, between 
1899 and 1911, we need spend little time; it is sufficient to 
emphasize Parldnson' s points that Yeats spent these years 
learning stagecrart, principally through the writing and re-
'Vising or his play- The Shadot-~ Wate11, and that when he re-
turned to the writing of lT,dc poetr,, he brought with hill 
knowledge gathered through a rich dramatic experience., princi-
pal~ a poetic approach sui.ted to the needs or the theater. t> 
In the third phase, 1903-1921, the years of dramatic work 
slowly' bore a bfbrid fruit., the drama.tic lyric which pictured 
a natural world., in natural, personal speech which dramatized 
"""··:· ... , - ......... . 
' - . .. ... . . . .. . 
.. . . . . . . . 
. .. . . . . . ..
 . .. - . . . ... . . . .
 .. .. .. 
--":t;~e . .:t.a.q~~Q~~E~~erated by conflict between temporal demands 
-
27 
and eternal values." 
Aeeorai.ng to Parldnson., t.he fourth and final phase of _ 
Yeats• rav.Lsion of the early- -ver~e brought the experiences ot 
--
"· 
........ •' .... ,.. .. ... ; .. ' ............ - .. . 
-~. 
., . 
.. 
·. ·. 
·f 
• !:. 
.. .. , .. _, ... ;,.; .. : .. . ·.-... , .. •'•. 
~_:.. 
lS 
the-Abbey Theatre and the wr.Lting of· draiJatic lyrics to bear. 
Yeats had mastered' 
The tendency ot his earl7. verse toward spe~ch patterns 
CvhicbJ was fulfilled in the vocabul&Iy of common speech, 
in ~hythms emulating the actual movement of the speaking 
voice. With the discovery that the gesture, speech, 
thought and feeling of an actual man who waild be exciting 
if met in daily life was what appealed to the Abbey 
audience, Yeats deliberate:J;y r1ent about the task -~r 
wr.L ting lyr.1.c poems in mu.ch he could dramatize the 
variety of his personal experience and of his response 
to that expari. ence. 28 
As Parkinson has pointed out, 11hile Yeats was developing the 
manner of the dramatic lyrlc1 he attempted little detailed 
revision of his early verse; ·the 1908 and 1912 editions of his 
poet:ey- contain only "vezy mild changes in diction and more 
· extensive changes in· punctuationo "29 However, t1hen Yeats ba• 
came sure of his methods 11he was more willing to revisao .,30 
The prefaces to his 192.$ volJuma of Ea.r!t Poems ~ Stories and 
the 1927 edition of Poems 1895 contain announcGments of re-
~ vision, the latter containing what he hoped to be a last will 
and testament for the early poatr.,: 
This· -volume contains -w~ isi l b..ope->-.the -final-text- ·o-f 
.iY r 
the poems of my youth; and·yet.-it _may not be1 seeing -· · · · · -~. · -
that in it are not only' the revisions from my "Early 
-'t Poems and stories," published last year, but quite new 
---
' ......... . 
"; - ... - .. --
., 
\ 
, .. ·· 
".' ~ - - . '·:· - ... ·- - . - . . . . 
• ~--. • •• ' •• .:. ~¥ ,·, :·_ ,,:·.- .·.:· 
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revisions on which 'tJf3' heart is greatlJ set. 
. .31 
cutting out the dead wood. 
And in 19.3.3 he made further revisions. 
In all of the later revisions Yeats' avowed intent was to 
express better the poems of youth. Parkinson has pointed out 
.. 
that, "As long as the revisions t:mre confined to one line or . 
two., the intent and effect of the later revisi.ons are identical, n.3~ 
The most significant result of such changes is clari. ty; tor ~j 
ampl~, "The kings of the old time are fied, n which had vague:q 
taken the monarchs off the scene £or an i'ndeterminate length of 
time, was revised to this definite statement of their si tuatl.ona 
"The ki.ngs of the old time are dead9 n ( 2 - lo 17) o 
B. Major Ravisionso Thus far.I have endeavored to demon-
ltrate the efficacy of Yeats' minor revisions. However, when 
Yeats made more extensive changes., the result often differed 
from the professed intent; and it is on this account that a 
substantial part of the critical comment regarding his sarly 
revisions has been utterado A number of poems have bean men-
tioned in this light by various critics, 33 but· the revision of 
one poem, "The Sorrow of Love.," has received extensive review. 
For the convenience of the reader the 189$ am the 193.3 vers1.ons 
of the poem are printed here: 
. . . .. - ... . . .. - .. - - .. - .. .... .. . --"" - . ... . - ... - .. ·-: 
189$ 
-
----
,.JIil-••······ '. ~·· .... '•""._ •• , .... : ••• ,_.,,.-., _ •• ¥. ~---...... _._~ 
The quarrel of the sparrows in the eaves 
The full round moon and the star-laden sk;y, 
And the loud song of the ever-singing leaves 
Had hid awq earth's old· and we8.J7 er.,. 
·.~ 
~-
' .,. 
. ,.~· ..... ··, ... ;',~ .• - .::c-~ ..... , •• ,,..~-:~. - -
,..,, 
~-· 
.. ..,.. -
And then you came wi.th those red moumtul lips,-
And with you came the whole of the world's tears, 
~d all tha sorrol'1e of her labouring ships, 
And all the burden of her nwr.Lad yaarse 
And now the sparrot1s t1a:rring in the @aves,· 
The curd-pale moon., the white stars in the. sl5ir, 
And the loud chaunting of the unquiet leaves, 
Are sflaken w1 th earth' s old and weary. er,. 
1933 I? . 
The brawling of a sparrow in the eaves , 
The brilliant moon and all the millcy' - sky, 
And all that f amou·s hamony of leaves, 
Had blotted out man' s image and his cry. 
A girl arose that had red mournful lips 
And seemed the greatness or the world in tears, 
Doomed like Odysseus and the labouring ships ,, 
And proud as Pril!m murdered m th bis peers; 
Arose, and on the instant clamorous eaves, 
A climbing moon upon an empty sky~ 
And all that lamentation of the leaves, 
Could but compose man's image and his er,. 
17 
George_ Russell, Yeats' friend and fellow poet, who deplored 11&1\V' 
of Yeats• revisions, pref erred the _later version of this poem: 
I feel a little sad sometimes that the later self-conscious 
' artist could not let the earlier hal.t'-conscious arliist be. 
Often I have to admit that the change is bettero "The 
Sorrows (sic] or Love1 " ons of the waker lyrics in !!!! Rose, 
is here rewritten and gets a new distinction.34 
Joseph Hone agrees mth Rllssell on both points, that the later 
: . __ .. _ .. ____ .. ·. __ ... ____ -"~~~~~ are __ not always successful and that the final version 
~; ................. - ... ... .. .. .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. - .. .. .. ... . - . . .. . . . . . : ...... : .- . . .. .. .. . .. . .. - .. . ..... - . .. .
. .. .. ... - .. ... . .. 
.. ... .. .. ... .. . .. . ..
 ... . .. .. .. .. ... .. .
.. .. .. ... .. 
" 
of "The Sorrot-1 of Love" is superior to the original. On the 
. .. 
. .. ,, . . 
................... .__. 
.. 
f'irst account he has tir.L tten: 
Yeats made his most an.stic revisions of his earlier 
l,'r1cs qui ta late in life. He was an elderly man 'When 
\\ 
\ 
' 
-.-~--u.-·T __ . ~---- _______ ::_-~~------ " 
~· •.. ·- ~ 
. -- ·-.-·---. ~ -. - -· -
.. !' ... ·-~ • • .• I' ... ., .,. 
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he turned "The Lamentation of the Old Pensi}ner" from 
"earl.1' Yeats" into "late Yeats," leaving nothing of the 
original except the ~tle, ·and yet al.lowing it to re-
tain its place among the "Rose" poems of 1889-1893, an 
outrage comparable to Gsorga Moore• s rewriting of the 
Confessions ~ ! Youn~~ in tha style ( the style is the 
manJ) acquired in middle age. 35 
John Unterecker agrees with Hone that the revisions are suc-
cesaf'ul; he thinks that the poem's "impressive structure is 
achieved through great craftsmanship. The revisions reveal 
it." 36 Lewis Mae Neice, on the other hand, judges the final 
revision inferior to the originalo 
There is no law which demands that all poems should be 
closeknit or vigorous or virile. The poem is no longer 
languid but it no longer rings true. Yeats, with a dif-·· 
ferent poem in his mind's eye, has distorted it. it ha1 .. 
become neither one thing nor tbs othar o 37 
An examination of the two versions is in order. FirstlT, 
"the sparrows" baeomas "a sparrow"; thus the .£!I of line four 
is bell ttled., a process wlrl.ch is hai. ghtened by the change of 
"F,arth' a old and weary cry 
11 
( one thi. ng) to "man ts image and his 
cry" ( wo things) g one sparroa blots out not only man' s cey 
~~t,, also· bis image.,· If Yeats moved ·totiard tha -specific. in. . 
\ \, 
-changi.ng earth's to man• s, he (at Dmst 'temporarily) moved· 
-
awar from the specific and personal in changtng~ "And then you 
came m.th those red mournful lips," to nA girl arose that had 
··--J 
.. 
.. 
r 
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red mournt'ul lips." Lines 7-8 of the revisl.on heighten the 
situation by remolding this inclusive but vague version of the 
world's plight, "And all the sorrows of her labouring .ships, / 
And all the burden of her myriad years" ipto concrete dNma, 
~ 
0 Doomed like Odysseus and the labouring ships / And p:roud as 
Priam murderad m.th his peers,'' uhich., built as it is around {\· 
tremendous hlll!lan beings, inelVesses the 11 greatnass of the world 
in tears" and establishes the girl as Helano The result of her 
arislng is to intensify man's image and cr.r to the point were 
"all that lamentation of leaves, / Could but compose man's 
image and his cryo" Structurally, the poem has been revised 
so that t-1e see "man• s image and cry" at two extremes; t1e have 
\\ 
a before and after picture which pivots on stanza two, the 
ca~alyst of change. Yeats' deletion of adjectives has led 
Parkinson to surmise that 
Originally' Yeats had attempted to mace his delineation 
of experience convincing by the weight of accumulation 
of epithets. In revising, id.th half of the adjectives 
struck out, he could see that his earq version had not 
presented his theme clearly', had almost misrepresented 
it; hence he changed II earth' s old and t--reary c:ey-" to 
"manes image and his cr,o 11 Perhaps a des:i.,ro to rid the 
poem or "old and uaaey't1 first revealed to Yeats the de-
... - •...... --·~·"- ....... · .• ~:~,i: •. : .... ;. ···-· ....... ficfen'ey.. o.r·. the ear Ji· ·versiorio .. -· ]iolietreir; ~'"the . eff e·ct · -of ·tm:w--·· ..... -~~~-·--, - ... , 
.change was to reveal tha or.Lgi. nal tendency of the materl al 
and allow him to realize that meaning in the revisl.on. 
' 
,. -
-
' 
-· 
,, 
, 
' ' ~ . .: '-· :... ·- . . ... -_ ' . ·. ', . . 
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With the general· meaning more clear to his mind, he 
went about the task of executing his conception in the 
plain, -,foreeful language of his dramatic lyrics llhile ~---· . 
changing the general imagistic pattern of the earl.7 ver-
38 
sion. 
Perhaps more could be said about Yeats• revisions of his 
.. -.. , 
earlJ' verse, but further comment would seem only to second what 
~, has .already' been declared. In this section I have attempted to 
do three things: first, in dealing lit th those changes which are 
uniquely characteristic of the early poetry, I have attempted 
to show what forces (revolt against Pre-Raphaelite influences 
, and work in the theater) have occasioned those revl-sions; 
secondly, I have tried to demonstrate the extent to lbich these 
' -1 
poems have been worked over; and thirdly, I have essa7ed to-'· 
point out what happened' to an oar~ poem when it was revised 
late in the poet9 s lifeo Hot18ver1 since in this section I have 
been treading on uell-T::ro:rked ground~ nw findings are J) for the 
.. 
most part.JI reaffirmations of the t-rork of other students., par- :~.~-~ri 
ticularly Messrs. Allt and Parld.nson, and., in snail part, 
quaJ; fications to that r conclusions • 
.. --........ -.... ,, ····: ··-·.-•.,,,._. ;.. ~., .. .. ·--- -·~~ .. ·:· ~ ........ ·-···~··· • ••• ~······· ••• •\,!• ... :..,:,..~.~;: •• :• :·,: ...... "":: • ..::, .... ; ~:·.··-~i···;;. ... ·, .. .,_.,,.~,i~,:..-~ 
• 
-~ 
' 
-
' ~,;J:,;di~.,.;.~~~~--;-.:::---- ~-
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Though the total of the revisions in the poetry beginning 
v.l.th The Wind Among the Reeds volume of 189'] and extending 
through the Last Poems volwne ot_l936-1939 is vastly greater 
than the sum of alterations in the ear]J" poetry, no other book 
·-~, of Yeatsia.n ].yr.Les has undergone as extensive., as concentrated, 
· revision ove;r as long a period of time as either Crossmv;s or 
the Roseo The widespread scholar]Jr attention t-tlich Yeats• re-
visi.on of his first two vollllleS attracted has been indicated in 
the previous chapter; by way of contrast, the only noteworthy 
study of the latter revisions is Marion A. Witt• s article which 
appeared in FMLA in 1949, ai.ght years before Russell K. Alspach 
completed the Variorum edition of Yeats• poatryo Mari.on Witt 
has done an enviable job of pointing out striking revisions of 
ke, poems, but, having written before the arrival of Messrs. 
Allt and Alspach' s valuable contribution to scholarship, Wi.tt 
has not attempted to compile an exhaustive list of' the types of 
_revision in the later poetry and, in f'act., ends the piece with 
-
a plea for a. varlorum t~:rhich ~d make such a study possible. 
Therefore, my intention is to devote this second chapter to the 
~-
task of a close study of' the changes t1m.ch Yeats wrought in his 
later· poetryo - Since the _task promises to _pe a lengtey one, I 
- .. . . 
find ±t· advisable to begin by presenting -an outline of .the pat}.i 
I 11111 follow. The major types of changes will be developed in 
., 
l: 
/. 
'L • . 
;. '_,. ,; 
,. ·' 
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the· following order: A. Erasure of blemishes; B. Changes to-, 
ward econoll\Y of expressionJ c. Changes 'Nhich alter diction; 
D. Changes t-mich alter strncture; E. Changes which alter " 
rhythm; and F. Changes mich appear to issue from a dramatic 
instinct to develop concreteness. 
A. Erasure of Blemishes. As we will see, maJ\V of Yeats' 
------
--
revisions were the results of changes in the man; for as the man 
grew, he bec~e dissatisfied ld th earlier matter and method. 
However, there exists a great body of alterations1 made through-
out the poetxy and throughout the' years, which did not result 
from a change of attitude. These are the changes which all poets 
make--to co~rect blemishes, to express an idea better. Usually 
they were made early in a poem• s career, in a great maey cases 
when, after a lyric had been published once or twice in peri-. 
odical.s, the poet decided to put it into one of his twelve 
volumes 0£ lyr.i.cso Maey, though not all, are minute changes; 
yet smallness does not di mini sh thei. r importance because col-
lectively they emphasize the care with llhich the poet went about 
bis era.ft and several attest to the working of a keen critical 
eye; final:cy,, they represent a type of revision which, all in all, 
repaid the craftsman m. th singul.ar:cy- happy resul ta.- ,, 
In the heat of compositlon poets often commit errors in 
grammar or int'omation tmich pass unnoticed into print and 
subse·quentiy ·must .. 'be·ra~~d; ~~ats irno exceptior,o·---lfhough~ -- . 
it is not my intention to dwell upon his unusual spellings, at. 
least one instance of the contusion of two words which are 
..~-- -
-+. -=-
r.,.;-
• 
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phonologl.caJ.11" identical. but tar apart in meam.ng will be men-
tioned in this connection. Yeats or.l.ginally wrote., · 11A doll in 
the doll-maker's house / Looks at the cradle and balls: 'That 
is an insult to us,'" (lli7 - lie 1-.3). Perhaps it could be '-i' 
argued that the doll was looldng at a cradle and balls; h0t1ever, 
since it was Yeats• practice to use a strong vocal verb before a 
line of dialogue., I believe that he had in mind the word bawls 
{in the sense of cries out) all the while and merely misspelled 
---
it. Later he inserted bawls • 
~ Grammatical corrections cx,mpose a rather substantial. group 
of .changes. The line that read "They are neither paid or 
praised" was revised to the conventional "They are neither paid 
nor praised" {247 - 1. 76). Verbs, which seem to have gL ven 
Yeats considerable trouble, have umergone changes in £om, 
agreement, and tense. "The Song of the Wandering Angusll 
origLnally contained this line: "rJhen I had lain it on a stool" 
(1. 9); in revision lain vas corrected to laid. In "A Bronze 
!.• 
.. 
" 
Bead.," this passage originally stood: "Or maybe substance can 
be composite, / Profound Mc Taggart thought so, and in a breath / 
A mouthful hold the extreme of life and death" (371 - 11. 12-14). 
Later., held was substituted for the hold of line 14. FinaJJ.T, 
this poor sequence of tenses, 
You gave, but will .not give again· 
,. ' 
~-- _
,. ..... ,.r .... --. -
- Until enough of-Paudeen' s pence 
By Biddy' s half pennies have 1ain 
To be ' some sort of evidence 1 , 
{· 
- .- - -.-, 
. .., 
i. 
i 
' 
I 
( 
, 
' ' . 
\ 
Before you•ve put your guineas down, (121 - 11. 1-S) 
vas improved by the al.teration ot zou•ve to you•ll. 
His most striking corrections are those made in allusl.ons 
or central import~ce in commum.cating the meaning of the poem. 
The poem "Vacillations, u which develops the conflicts among 
bo<\Y, soul, and heart, orlgi.naJly contained the following pas-
sage: 
The· Soul: Seek out reality, Leave things that seem. 
The Heart: What, be a singer bom and lack a theme? 
The Soul: Ezekiel• s coal, what more can man desire? 
( 270 - 11. 72-74). 
The lines made little sense because the passage to which Yeats 
was alludi.ng,.haz:1.ly remembered, concerned Isaiah not Ezeld.els 
And I said: •woe is mel For 1 am lost; for I am of 
unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of 
unclean lips; for my eyes have seen the King., the Lord 
of hoatsl' 
Then new one or the seraphim to me, having in bis 
hand a burning coal which he had taken 1d. th tongs from the 
altar. And he touched my mouth, and said: 'Behold., this 
has touched your lips; your guilt is taken away, and your 
This is the basis of the argument appropriate to the soul; 
. l 
re~zing his mist,$)8,2 .JEJ~t~. _ij~~tuted Iea5.ah for Ezekiel. 
Quite prevalent throughout the pe,etry is tha reworking ot 
.,, 
a line or passage i-n ·order to - bring forth clarity from confusion. 
,., 
L 
,, 
<> C 
, '. ,··.· ·• •.; _.. -:'' • ,< t.' 'O :<·. • •, .·. '. ·.·•-,;,,·SC 
• • 
" 
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Sane of these cases, it should be· empham.zed, were origlna.lq 
so confused~ so absurd., that they arouse suspicions against the 
printer rather than the poet. , Howev~., since 11\V' baai. c as sump-
,. 
', 
tion 1n·us1.ng the variorum edition has been that., unless evidence 
can be produced to the contrary., the variant readings are the 
poet's responsibility, I gL ve the f ollotd .. ng examples of the con-
tusion caused by possible misprints and the resulting clarity of 
Yeats• revisi.ons. stanza one of the, twelve line poem "Church 
and state'"· develop.s the- idea (11. 1-6) that _only through their 
might do Church and state control their respective mobs., and 
states., in lines which employ sacramental imager.,., that the final 
result of these powers will be efficacious: "O but heart 0 s wine 
shall ran pure., / ~nd's bread grow sweet." In the second stanza 
a new, rather horrifying thought occurs to the poet, that pos-
sibly "the Church and the State / Are the mob that howls at the 
doorl" Original~ the concluding couplet, "Wind shall run thick 
to the end1 / Bread taste sour," made little sense; however., it 
seems likely that Wind is a misprint for Wine because Yeats re-
vised accordinOJ"., thus utilizing the sacramental imagery to end 
2 both stanzas. 
Of larger consequence is the following confusion ( almost; 
positively and.sprint). In the !!!! Republic of 22 October 19.30, 
-
------~~--
: "His Bargain" r1as publishe~. -~~ _P.~43-~-~~~+Y. :tlµ.i;3 __ fo_~; ..... . 
• • • • • .. • .. .. • • • • • • ... • .. .. • .. • .. • .. . •• ~· • • .. • • .. • .. ... • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • - • • • • • • • .. • .. • • • • • 
t, 
. ............................................... . 
L' \ - ,r Jr ,,. \o,,. _, • " .. , • • • ' . •.•· 
Who talks or Platens spindle; 
What set it rmi:rling round. 
Eternity may dwindle., 
--l' 
. ·. -·· . . 
-·· ....... -·· _ .... ~' -·- .. -· .. _-i. • ..... •. ~ • ., ............ ·- "!: .. ; 
, . 
- ,. -----·-.. ----~---- .---. 
~ i_.·· 
.... 
T.l.me is unwound, 
Dan and Jen,- tout 
Change their loves about. 
Abashed by that report 
For the heart cannot lie 
I ~elt in the dirt, 
And all shall bend the knee 
To my offended heart 
Until it pardon me. 
However they may take it, 
Before the thread began 
-- I made, and may not break it 
When the last thread has run, 
A bargain ui th that hair 
And all the w.i.ndings there. ( 289) 
26 
.. :.,• 
Not onl;r is the poem o s continuity of ·meaning and rhythm broken 
\ 
(by the intrusion of stanza two) but there seem to be two 
~ 
\ 
climaxes. I am· almost cert'ai.n that the explanation is that 
stanza two ,was misplaced, that it belonged to "Young Man• s _, 
Song" which was first published in the same issue of ~ !!! 
Bepublic in this form: 
"' 
· · ·· · · ·· ·· · · · · ·.-: ·:,· .... .,..: .. · ·· · ... . . . .... ··" .... , She. will change,• l. cried.,. 
----tlnte a m.the~~d crone.,.·- -
-. . - . 
~- ~: 
The heart in my ~de 
. ~ - . . 
· · ffl\..·a·t· ·s·o· s·t111 · h·ad· -1-·Mn,· · -· -· -· · · · · · · : · · · · -··. ... ,, _....__ - ... ·;~.- -. ::: .. 
··.-····: 
·--·---~- -- --- -
.. : ... . . .. . . ...... . 
&. 
' 
; 
; 
·' 
-~· 
~ 
' ~ 
,·, 
···--·- - .. ---
- - ·~· ·- -_: . . ·- .. - . 
. ><-~\::}\'.:J :}\:::'iWt~t~fwz~;~w,1Wi~~f,ft£.~);,: : '. 
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1·1P noble rage rjplied 
And beat upon the bone. 
'Uplift those ayes and threw 
Those glances unaf'raidJ 
She would as bravezy show 
md all the fabric fadeJ 
No withered crone I saw 
Before the trorld was made.• 
Though it is entirely possible that the poem vas meant to close 
abrupt:cy,, attaching stanza two of "His Bargain" rounds it out 
m.cely. Furthermore, Yeats switched the stanza accordingly. 
Hardly as spectacular but more likely a case or Yeats• 
clalifying hi.s own confusingly expressed idea occurs in "All 
Things can Tempt Meo" The poem first began w.ith the p-oet•s 
telling·· .. of all the things that have kept him from wrl.ting poetr., 
and explaining that in bis youth he "had not given a peney for a 
song. / Di.d not the poet carry him with such airs / As though 
to say •It is the sword elsewhere•," (116 - ll. 6-8), which 
makes no senseo Later Yeats brought fort,h the potential or tba 
sword image: "When I was young., / I had not gi van a peIU\V' for a 
·song. / DLd not the poet sing 111. th such airs / That one believed 
3 
he had a sword upstairs." 
B. Chan.sea toward .acongnr, !!!_ !5?!9S~~· . Results of 
J'eda,t desire to economize, to speak lii. thout waste, are found 
throughout his poet17. The .Cr.<?sswazs and Thf:J Rose J.yr.i.cs 
"'.'-: 
·,;, 
" f 
,..~-~~~.'.:':;:.c.~:·t"~'.: j~~-:: ;~::::<1/i~~- ?~=:r;· .. ::,:;~?/~-~-'-~~,:-<,), ·:·:":~.·.:.:~s_·-~·2..;::~;_.~: ._·.:·:- ~- ~~--~-~--- -;"' ·;~'::_~-_.::[}-::);: :·t::/~~ .~-,::,_:•. '\\ :;;;:_-:_~ -.:·.':._ :• -., .·_.: -~~;--:-~·· :· ··::,;..;:·\-'·_ . ·_._:., ~:.:, . 
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particularly have been syst8Dl&tically cut and compressed ( to sq 
nothing or the poems which have been omitted trom these ·volumes). 
To state the ease briefly, the process or elimination Has or 
prim~ importance to Willim Butler Yeatso By comparing Yeats• 
elimination of uxm.ecaasary '!\Ti th his addition of necessary material, 
an interesting fact may be observed: f'ar i'ewer instances ..... ,,,,about 
. 
one fifth aa many--o.t the latter type of revision axisto For this 
situation two possible explanations come to mindi Yeats i1as more 
interested in deleting undesirable elements than in rounding out 
incompletely oog>ressed elements; or Yeats, interested in correct-
ing both, had tended more to clutter up his verse td th unnecesea17 ,_ / 
,_ 
elements (before 169$, at least) than to express his thoughts in-
completely. I am inclined to believe that the latter is true, 
- for it seems to be the type of difficulty which would harass'& 
7oung poet who uas follot-rl.ng many diverse paths in bis search for 
a distinctive style and who was often carried away m th sound 
alone. Moreover, Yeats did add to some of the poems material 
which was necessa27; the final form o:r these poems (particul.ar11" 
the ones in Crossways) indicates -that the few changes he did 
.,, 
__ -,?' 
,,-11 
/y"' 
make represent all that ware requiredo 
A comparison of early and late changes toward· economy is 
equally interestingo Considerlng Yea.ts• whole poetic output, one 
finds that there are three major types of elimination (fit waste 
---
materials (l) dropping {without replacing) a word or words from 
a lineJ (2) compressing a line or passage through rephrasingJ and 
·~ - - · · · · - · -· · · · · - - {3)- dropping-(without replaeing} -entire- lines-or-passages$- -The .. 
.. 
.,-~,, ... ~." ... 
- -· - ...... -··----·--
. . .... ' -
a1.gn1f'icant fact is that the latter two courses of' action are 
almost exclusively confined to the Crossa;ys and Rose lyrics. 
The point to be made, then, is that, though Yeats needed to edt 
from bis later works, the cutting was confinedJ his judgment 
seems to have developed» possib~ allom.ng him to r,ject un-
economical passages before thGy got onto paper, and defini.tel.1' 
producing a poet17 of increased intensi. v. 
Exemplification of the first of these methods of selection 
vi.11 be brief; it is sufficient to _illustrate Yeats' omi.sslon of 
a 
duplication of f~~tion words (!!, k ~·and !!!) ; thus, · nWi. th 
his snipe marsh and his trout" became "And his atm snipe and 
~. . 
J .. trout" (1$ - 1. h) in which line the first his perfonns double 
·1 - • 
servi~e. 4 Yeats' revision of a long poem, "Cuchulain• s Fight 
<<, 
vi th the Sea," illustrates the development of compressed expres-, 
sion through major :rephrasing. The poem, uhich was extensi. vely 
revised on no less. than four different occasions, originaJJy 
began (tn-56): 
A man came slowly from the setting sun 
To F.mer of Borda, in her clay-piled dun 
And found her dying cloth with subtle care, 
And said, casting aside his dragging hair1 
1I am Aleel, the sm.nellerd, ~1hom you bid 
Go dwell upon the sea cliffs vapour hid 
• .. 
.,ii 
., ' 
.. .,,, 
...... ,...~-.- .................... ~ ...... ., .... , ___ --.-~ ... - -:-.•. --... :.: .. ~,,:..."'.,.,, . ...-· -· . ., . . . . . . .... ~ .. ..-~-.... .... ..·.:.-:, ... .. 
. . . ··'... .~. 
-- -But now my years of t-ratching. are no more •• 
The first re'Visi.on sub~tuted more extensive identification for 
-adjectival. -ornateness -_;Ln -this _v.:srsion _of_ line _2_: "To ~org~~ • a 
; . 
~-. 
. · ... _. - ~ . - - - -
daughter, &Ber, in her dun. n The second revision cut out more 
adjectives in favor of fuller inf'o:nnation conceming the swine-
·herd • s task and his present business, all in five lines: 
A man came slowly from the setting sun, 
To Emer, raddling raiment in her dun, 
And said., 91 am that scdnaherd, t1hom you bid 
Go dwell upon tha cliffs and watch the tide; 
But now I have no need to watch it more. 
··, __ _ 
The final revision ch~ged t!le fourth line only by emphasizing 
·, 
~ expanding his task., "Go watch the road between the wood and 
tide," without expanding the number of llnes.s 
The practice of deleting an entire passage is happi:cy, il• 
lustrated by the revision of "The Host of the Air." The argument 
or the poem in its last state follows: 0 •DrJ.scoll., whila on the 
edge of the drea;ey lake, dreamed of his bride. He heard a piper 
an:!., subsequently, saw young men and girls dancing and Bridget 
his bride vT.i.. th the_m ( though sadly) O Thev surrounded him and 
brought him wine and bread; but Bridget led him tmay to mere 
, 
old men pla.yad cards. The tare caused him to dream, "tor these 
were the host of the air;" He gamed with the cardsters, while a 
young man bore Bridget awB31". "O' Driscoll scattered the cards" am 
awoke, but all wera goneo To this point, the poem is suggestive; 
one is encouraged to imagine O O Dr.t scoll 9 s reaction. However,. the 
original version added these f oiJ.r superfluous lines& 
He knew now the folk of the air., 
. And his heart was blackened Iii th dread 
- ··--- ... ·-
- - . . 
--
... - ~-
-
--
. - --
- -· ··--
....... --
0 
-~ 
.. 
.. 
And he ran to the door of his houseJ 
Old women were. keening the dead, ( 4S - 11. 40 a-d) 
vhich are followed by this quatrain, present in both workings a 
But he heqrd high up in the air 
A piper piping awq, 
And never a piping so sad 
And never a piping so gay. (45 - ll. 41-44) 
When the deletion was made, this repeated refrain became charged 
6 
w1 th ambiguity. 
Considerably less frequent than thl pruning of unnecess&iy'· 
verbiage, but similar in its production of packed intensity·is 
the reworking of lines in order to express more vocabulary mean-
·~ 
ing td thout increasing ( apparentl.3, at least) the length of the 
po~. In the poem "Pardon Old Fathers, 11 Yeats effectiveq . ·" 
builds a feeling of past and passing time by cumulative emphasis 
on the word old; in tune with this development was the insertion 
-
of old in "Old country scholar, Robert Emmet's friend," in place 
- . . . \ 
. . ~ 
of the bare connective and which oripnalJy headed the line. In 
-
an early version of "Three Songs to the Same Tune, III," tm 
Irish poet had exhorted his comrades to sing: !~Li.ft, every 
mother's son, / Lift, lift, lift up tha tune."~ But later he 
encouraged two activities: "March, march--Hov does it run?-- / 
0 aiv old words to a tune 11 (313 - III, 11. l)-16) • 7 
........ ' • • ••• ' • • • •• • •• •• ... .. • • ... • .. -~ ... -~~ ........................ ___.. .... .... 4 ___ :.__ • 
•• 
c. ~nges which alter diction. In 193~, when Yeats had 
become Ik>rotby Wellesley's poetic master, he said, in connection 
,. 
A- •- - .:._. - ~ • ,,. • • 
with some cr.i.tieisu lih.ich he-was levelling .,at .. nr choice of wcrds, 
-~-
:.r,-
\ 
. ..... ....__ .. 
8 
that "Our words must seem to be inevitable." Com:J ng near the 
end of his life, this statement might be taken as his own 
epitaph'-.... voiced by himself--for it ;epitomizes. the drive which 
occasioned more revis:i.ons;'excepting punctuation, than at:\Y other 
force. Therefore, it is surprising that Go Do Po Allt' s onl.J 
statement in this direction was that in certain cases "Some new 
word thad] taken his [Yeats'] tancy."9 Perhaps I can make-up for 
the oversight by including a liberal number of illustrations. 
Frequent]Jr, the revision, on first glance, seemed to be 
too slight to make much dif'f erenca in the meaning of the line. 
Such was the case imen "the sad dweller by the seat-rays lone" 
who had originally "c~nged all his words to inarticulate moan" 
was said to have "changed all he sang to inarticulate moan" 
(3 - 1. 27). Yet close scrutiDT of the poem reveals at "l;qast 
two reasons for the alteration. First., sang., it is clear from 
line ?.5, "Then he sang softly ni.gh the pearl1 rl.m," is the precise 
wrd to describe his activitye Seconclly, juxtaposition of "he 
sang" and "inarticulate moan" creates ·a greater contrast then 
juxtaposition of "his words" and "inarticulate moan." 
On the other hand, immediately striking for its aptness is 
the alteration of went to wandered in 99 He wandered by the sands 
of Lissadelln (34 - 1. 13), because "he" is the man 1-mo dreamed 
o! .tai.rylani and "he" is blindly searching for tha land o:r his 
. .. 
dream.· ... :Further ··on .. fn· the -~ame· ·pt>e.trr · Yeat·s· 1Uade m.9:~e .. ena·:1g.a-1t;--···--
Bbriki.ng ones. The inhabitants of fairyland had been called a 
"lonely folk," but later became the "chosen race" (34 - 1. 3l)J 
-= 
.. 
:.._ 
. ... 
t~! 
,,-.p fi 
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~ 
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and one of tm attractions of the land~ that "All their trouble 
dia[El) into its peace," was altered to "And lover there by lover 
be at peace." In both cases Yeats has made the picture ~ore 
/ 
. desirable., an eminently well considered move in a poem ~~ncern-
ing a man' s .fixation for a seemingly unattainable goalo '!{' 
Another striking revision combinas meaning and sound with 
C 
great elf ecti vanes so In "The Seven Sages.,, 11 after each of the 
first six sages had praised a heroic figure of the past, not 
a 
infrequently because he wi. thstood Whiggery., the seventh observed , , .. , , 
~ t!!-\ 
. ·f 
that "AllV s 'Whiggezy now" (l. 13) and strongly at.timed: "But we 
old men are out against the wor}do II Later th.a line t1as made 
. , .. ; 
even more pooerful by th.a insertion of massed, mlich semanticalq 
- . . .j 
emphasizes the idea of collective strength and represents a strong 
phonetic combination of a historically long vowel and an 
explosive d, in place ot are out • lO 
- --
In discussing the revision of "Sailing to Byzantim," 
I~ 
Marion Witt has touched on an important aspect of the diction 
revisions; Yaats had first exhorted the sages in" "God's holy tire" 
to 11 C,onsmne my heart away; si.ck with desire / And fastened to this 
d;ying ·animal," (211 - 11. 21-22). His later alteration of this 
to a., according to Witt., "greatly increases the objectivity of 
- ll 
the lineso n Since most of the noun determiners t1hieh Yeats 
used were of one syllable (the, a, thi.s., that)11 in tha rush or 
...,,,....._. -
. composition one vJould do as well as another to occupy a beat in · . -", .. · .. . . . .. . · ...... _ 
• •- ~ -· L.•,~.· • -·•• .-
the metrical pattern which he was in the process of clothing 11:L th 
words; however., his later revision of many of these noun 
Ii 
•. 
r-
~.-· ..... _..:- .. ~ 
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determiners affords plentiful examples of the c~ and precision 
which lay behind his quest for the rlght word, even to tbs 
smallest detailo Accordingly'., the dreamer in "His Dream" has 
"V. been made more appropriately to sea a vag·us "Croird upon a shore" 
rather than the original definite "Men upon the shore" (97 -· 1. 4). 
These opening lines indet:orously called up an association of the 
Mother of Jesus with Pagan rites: "I saw that staring, [sic] 
virgin stand / 'Where holy Di.Ol\VSUS died., / And tear the heart 
from out of his side" (22$ Cl llo l-.3)o The small change to "I 
saw a staring virgin stand" eta.sea the difficultu o 12 
Marion Witt., who has found that a Yaatsian revision fre-
quently increases "the accuracy of a picture,n13 selects two 
examples for illustration. Witt finds the revision of "Where 
stone is dark with froth" to "Where stone is dam under froth 11 
{167 - 1. 32) a fortunate one because "Obviously eater, not 
froth darkens stone. nl4 And the revision of the nmnbe:r of cows 
(vhich by thai.r splashing scare the water han) from 100 to "a 
dozen cows" {214 - 1. 10) pleases Witt. Naturally., Yeats waa 
concerned with presenting accurate pictures and, on one oc-
casi.on went to great lengths to defend a scene ha had painted; 
, 
to the Freeman reviewer's slur at the lin®~ "The peahens dance, 
in crimson fea.thern in HThe Indian to Iti.s Love," Yeats replied: 
"The Freeman reviat-1er is wrong about peahens, they "dance· 
• 
Ii,_ 
1!,. 
t1iroughout the-~le of India1f poatry;----lT __ l-liaa· Kaledasa by ......... .,...... - -· ~ .... - :- " .. ~ 
me I could find many such dancings. As ta the pow. try ya-rds ~ 
w1. th them I have no concern. The ld.ld peahen dances or all 
, . 
., . 
3S 
India'i poets lie.n1S Yeats stood ~ml1' behind bis line, and 
though he later changed 11in crlmson feather" to "on a smooth 
lawn," the peahens continued to dance throughout his poem. 
Further, his concern has brought about strlldng results beyond 
those mentioned by Marlon Witt. Originally Yeats had tm tten, 
n A parrot at:ra:,-s upon a tree, / Ragi. ng at his own image in the 
dim enamelled sea" (7 - ll. 4-S). T.~th to tha terms of his 
image moved Yeats to drop dim from his t-ratery mirroro The time 
span starting ld.th the birth of Christ and extending to the 
present day is referred to in these famous :p.nes, --t'but now I ___ _ 
know / That twenty centuries or· stoey sleep / Were vexed to 
nightmare by a rocld.ng cradle," (207 - ll. 18-20). The first 
printing had read, "thirty centuries. nl6 
Writing o~ his early style in 1919, Yeats characterized it 
as "that extravagant style / He had learnt from Pater. nl7 Hle 
revolt against the oonventional]J poetic has been mentioned in 
connection i-n. th the revision of bis early verse mere, it lli.ll 
be remembered., he deleted poeticisme, poetic contractions., and 
-
archaisns. At the time of this break, he was folmulatl.ng a new 
view of poetic diction which he was to continue developing until 
the end of his life and to talk about or write about. It was a .. 
diction which vas to give the "impression of an active man 
speaking"; 18 and it uas created through tha use of the "natural 
vagueness lihich "active" and "natural n mq have created; 
generally, either one of two courses is taken. The fir st, the 
. I 
' 
- tJ. ,, 
., 
-..... - . 
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-· _,,_.__,.-~ .. ··· 
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. 
use ot colloquial language., seems to have developed during the 
period when he was rev.Lang the early poems; and its use as a j 
• 
20 replacement for less colorful rro:rds has been pointed out. 
The second, the use of naturel though not necessarily colloquial 
language., will be treated hereo For example.fl "What need that 
you should dread" sounds rather stuffy; so it was changed to 
"What need have you to dread, " ( 138 = 1. ]J.) • When one speaks 
naturalzy, he is not "out of heart at Govermue_nt" but., more in-
tensely involving himself., "out ·or heart wi. th Goverment.," ( 14.5 -
J' • 1. 1) •. "And my foreknowledge of the future vexed" seems to have 
combined all of the faults of diction and syntax l-Jhich Yeats was 
revolting against; it became., 11Andfnow.tng that the future would 
be vexed, " ( 24 7 - 1. 44) • The "nat uraJ.", "active" man might have 
a touch of the Irish peasant in his speechJ but he wwld not 
speak a language extremely affected by education, · and, most of 
all, he i«> uld not sound like a Pater or a Swinburne. Hi. s ape ech·~ 
21 
and Yeats• style 't'rould be conversational.o 
At the same time, other changes in style were coming about. 
Colloquial usage i tselt often created concreteness and iQ-
clusi veness: £or example., the very fareaNl. eighth line ot 
"Solomon and the Witch" was not added until 1924., three years 
after the poem was iJTi tten: 
And th us declared that Arab laqy a 
1 Last night.t where under ~he lf.Ud ~on .... ... ... ...- -- .... ...,.., .. .... ._... - - -- - . - .....,....,.... .......... 
On grassy mattress I had laid me, 
Within m.Y' arms great Solomon, 
cY:---,·.~' 
) 
·A 
.1•.·-"·i·"'··· , ... - -··, 
c I 
I suddenlT cried out in a strange tongue 
Not hi.s 1J not mine. • 
) f.' 
c· \ 
Who understood 
Whatever has been said, sighed, ·sung., 
Howled, miau'ds barked., br~yed, belled, 
yell~d~ crie~, crowed, (197 - 11. 1-8) 
37 
Parhicttlarly ~i'i'ecti ve is the concrete~ss, immediaC7, ;uid. force- ~ · ~~. (, 
tulness of ''The riders upon the galloping horses.," in "At Galwq 
.. 
Races" which originally perched "the riders upon" abstract "sw.ti't 
horses" (114 = lo~3)~ The change indicates that the tendency-
rt :-, 
which Allt found in the early poetry, to replace abstract terms 
with active., verbal nouns, is present throughout Yeats• re-
visions. 22 
~ 
Marion Witt has discussed the revision or ''Among School 
Children," emphasizing the increase in suggestivity which Yeats 
obtains through raworld.ngo For the second appearance or the 
,., 
poem, in the 1927 London Mercurz, Yeats changed the original, 
"And I though never or Ledaean ld.nd / Had pretty plumage once'' 
(230 - 11. 29-30)0 Witt calls this phrase "pungent" on the basis 
that it makes the lines less abstract, "brilliantly suggestive 
and light'.cy" humorous, and extends in the poem the important 
. ~ . 
metaphor of the swan. n Moreover, Witt has commented on the · 
change of 
And further add to that 
That, being dead; we rise, 
Dream and so create 
The final Paradise. 
. .. . . ..-.~··-·· --------
( 212 - u. 153-156) 
to "Translunar Paradise." Translunar, Witt feels, "beautiful ill 
. . 
·;, 
111~· ,,,.,. 
,•.;,, 
... •1 ••• •• ,. .... 
·• 
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sound and comp~ex in association,. climaxes a passage which needs 
one richly connotative woi;d."2~ 
EEUlpl.es of changes which produce more suggestive lines are 
numerous., but with these particularly strildng ones sufficing to 
illustrate the general tendency, 25 I hasten to a bevy of Jines 
which are made more suggestive by being transfomed from their 
native condition as plain., unadorned statements into metaphorical 
dress. Along these lines, Fergus, who first told the Druids that 
a king is a person who is ."To do and do and do and never dream." 
·~ < ;. ,•' '' ,. 
(·, 
changed his definition of a monarch to one t'Who wastes his blood"' · 
t6 be anothert s dream" ( 19 - 1. 28) o However, sometimes the ef-
fect was not mere~ more suggestive but also more unique expres-
si.on of wider applicability; tor example., the women who prq "Till 
Mary of the wounded heart er., a sweet cry, n finall.J plead "Till 
the Attorney for lost Soul I s cry her sweet cl)'," ( 72 - l •. 6). 
26 
Particularly si.gn:i.ficant are changes toward immediacy. 
-
Though no such change was made in either Crossways or!!!!, Rose., 
thc,;gh but six such changes were made between 1899 (at which time 
the first or them occurred) and 1917, the alteration of verbs 
from less to more inunediate fozms represents a substantial., 
significant revision practice tmich Marlon w1tt has failed to 
mention, a practice which flourl shad, perhaps as ·a result of 
Yeats' dramatic efforts, in the twenties and thirties and is 
'·~~ ··· -·obsenable in no ltt'813··-th-til· a···dezen- ~.h.an-ges .. m.ar.!Lbetw~~ ·1922 an4 
1936. The tenses co~arned in Yeats' revi s:Lons toward immediac7 
(begi.nni.ng with the least and working toward the most immediate) 
• ? •• - ... 
·--
,, 
., 
.. 
. ...,. 
'\ 
I' (j 
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area (1) past perfect; (2) past; (3) present pertectJ and (4) 
present. To avoid use Qf the past··perfect tense Yea.ts changed 
"When he bad heard that story told" to the past tense, "When · 
.. 
he heard that story told," (.358 - 1. 7). In other cases., the 
past perfect t-ras altered to a present perfect fonno "Blood and 
the Moon" affords an example; origl.nally Yeats tffl>te that the 
aoon "Had flung its arrowshaft upon the floor" but later he 
changed the line to "Has flw1g its arrow shaft upon the floor,• 
(251 - _l. 32). 
-
The past tense· was gotten rid of in valious wqs. "Who 
lived in shameless joy and laughed into the face of death" was 
al.tared to utilize the present perfect tense: "wbo have lived 
in joy and lBUgged into the face of death.," (186 - 1. 10). More 
,,r 
often the change was from past to present tense, "I _turned about ., 
and ·1ooked where branches broke'' became "I turned about and 
looked where branches break," ( 262 - 1. 13). 
One change from past to present saves the poem "Brokm 
Dreams'' from being a mere reminiscenceo For three stanzas the 
poet alternately described an aged woman and recollected her 
fomer charmso Originally, the fourth stanza threatened to 
continue along this tack with the .following line to head it offs 
"You were more beautiful than axzy- one o II Then Yeats changed the 
-
line to "You are more beautiful than aey one.," (174 - 1. 27), 
thus declaring that all the beauty has not £ad.ad into. the p~st 
to be recalled only by f 11ding memo:ry, .but that it still exists 
as an immediate real.iiif; consequently, the tollolii.ng critical 
. ' 
. 'I . ' 
/ 
' .. 
.. ~
,! 
lina,baoome more powerful: "And yet your boc\r had a tla
v: / Your 
snall hands ware not beautiful," (174 -_u. 26-29). 
Sometimes the process of revision involved not o
~ a change 
in tense but al.so the substitution of a new ide•
; along these 
lines, "I heard under a ragged hollow wood" ev
olved into "O hur17 
, 
~re ~- water among the trees.," (90 - 1. 1). The p~~t is no 
longer rela~ng a past, occurrence but exhorting
 an immediate 
action. 
Several. earl.1' uses of the present perfect · gave va
7 in later 
\ 
editions to the present tense. 1.l'hese lines- from
 "Crazy Jane on 
.. r-· 
God" are doublJ:~illustrative; Crazy Jane or.l.
gi.~ boasted that 
"Though like a road / Men have passed over / My
 body has not 
moaned. n Later her statement, no less s:lgnifica
nt,,,for increased 
clari t:y than increased immediacy and a feeling
 of eterni t7 read, 
"Though like a road / That men pass over / My bo(\y makes no
 
~ 
moan," (280- 11. 21-22). 
Finally, in at least two cases, immediacy was a
chieved 
through changes from the iterative to the prog
ressive aspect of 
the verb. The most striking of these first read
: ''I leave both 
faith and pride / To young upstanding men, / T
hat cJ1mb the 
mountainside." Here the feeling of a repeated, ha
bitual. action 
cannot be avoided; and its presence clouds the c
loseness of the 
poet ( and through him the reader) to the action mentione
d. Tha 
" 
----- · ·- --~::·_ .. ~-~-~----.~········-revised lines p~~snt1- no_ B
®.~ .P-~~!~!ll; _ tor the poet has cast the " 
. 
-
-- ·---
- ........ 
- '-~... - - .. ,.-
.. - .. - ,,,,. . - -
- . - -- - -
- ,.. ~ -- - - .. ,,. .. . - . .. . - -
verb in the most immediate, progressive aspect: 
11I leave both 
-
faith and pr.I.de / To young upstanding men / C
limbing the 
,,. .,. - ....... ,,,. ,,,. -
.I 
I 
:1 
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mountain-side," (212 - ll. 173-175). 
To be perfect4" tair., it is necessa1"1' to mention two in-
stances in which verb forms were made less immediate. The 
women of ''Presences.," Ye·ats first wrote, "had read / All I have 
rbym~d." While the revised version, "They had read / All that 
I had rhymed," (176 - 11. 6-7): _is no less immediate, it dis-
. penses with the erroneous idea that Yeats• entire poetic output 
was in the past, furiiher in the past than the time at which 
' . 
those women completed that reading. "The Stare•s Nest by the 
Window" is a description of the nest-building activities of bees 
taking place in ruins made in 1922, during the ·civil ~· The 
fourth stanza of the poem projects backward into the past and 
states a reason for the bloodshed and slaughter; therefore., the.:, 
'• past perfect tense of the revision, "We had fed the heart on 
fantasies," though less immediate., is more precisely accurate 
than the original1s present perfect tense, m,re have fed the heart 
on fantasies" ( 218 - 1. 16) • 
A favorite pastime of Yeatsian critics has been to point to 
the critical importance of desire as the force behind and within 
· the poems; in tune with these critical commonplaces is Donald A. 
Stauffer's judgment that "The Movement of Yeats• thought is 
always 'I will arise and go now,' and not 1I have arrived.• A 
Vision is shot through with the tensions and tractions ot 
Ir 
28 desire.... In its simplest terms, Yeats sees lif'e as desire." -~, 
- -- --lt<ll,M...._ __ ,cr· ••.. · 
~ - ~- - - ... 
·It is not-~lii"prising that Yeats• desire often led him to paint 
somewhat tenuous imaginings and to pr.otect h:tmself' (as any poet 
j 
~ .. : ,,...,-.. •.: 
•. • '~"I'.) 
~' 
I 
.,. 
,.~~--,·~~-~·,.·: --:.·:-::._ .. ··'· ;,·::-.:·• .. ·.· :-.:-c--:.__".-.:·.,,: 
la. 
·~~ 
does) by use of the language of possibility--that is., to advance 
his thoughts as possibilities rather than actualities; and it 
is not unusual for the student of :revision to come across state-
ments of £act changed to statements of possi.bilityo What is 
surpri si. ng--at least on fir-at glance--i s the greater number or 
changes in the opposite direction, that is.P toward certainty, 
toward a more positive attitude. I do not mean to imp~ that the 
critics who talk of Yeats' lyrics as poetxy of d@sil'a and pos-
sibility are wrong; the alterations support no such rebuttal. I 
do believe that Yeats, as much aware that hie poat17 expressed 
- ·~·tt.. 
desire in the cloth o! possi.bili ty as arzy- of his critics have 
been, also became increasingly conscious of tma.t could and should 
be apressed with positive forcee Moreover, in his active life 
as well as in the writing of poetxy he had ample opportunlt7 to 
develop necessaey confidence in forceful assertion. Events dur-
ing the eleven years preceding 1929, when these revisions began 
to occur m.th frequency, point to a resolution or some of Yeats' 
major frustrations and are ample explanation for a growth of 
confidence in bis own capabilitiese In 1914., at the age of hB, 
' 
Yeats had expressed perhaps the major i'rustration of' his life: 
"Although I have cane close on f'orty-ni.ne s / I have no child, I 
-
have nothing but a book, / Nothing but that to prove your blood 
and mirie!:11 (118 - 11,. 20-22) e Three years later a partial . 
remed.y ltras ·-achieved 1m.err na···f1.1ially put Maud Gonna out o! his 
mind long enough to many Miss Hyde-Lees. On their honeymoon, 
at Forest Row- in Sussex, Mrs. Yeats attempted automatic wri. ting, 
. . . -......... ., 
-~ 
'_..,,. , .... 
... ,, .......... , .. , 
..,.,~·-···· .. ···· 
J 
..&., .................. . 
~ 
an acti vi t7 which she continued in for some years while the poet 
attempted to sunuount another frustration by the f onnulation of 
a mystical philosophy from the messages she received. In 1922., 
two encouraging incidents took place: he was invited to become 
a member of the Senate, and in December he received a D. Litt. 
from Trinity College. November of the follotii.ng yew ... brought to 
him the Nobel Prize. From 1925 to 1928 he made important speeches 
in the Senate, lectured about Europe (both activities required a 
positive approach), and saw the Abbey Theatre begin to prosper. 29 
On looking at the changes it is interesting to note that in 
an early alteration he merely changed the statement of possibility., 
"That I may soothe that hopeless faun" to the assertion o! desire, 
"And I wuld please the hopeless faun." ( 2 - 1. 47). Later · 
e 
changes, made between 1929 and his death, are much more forceful. 
The question, 11 And are we now in the tenth year?" reworded., be-
_ came the assertion, "Yesterday in the tenth year~ (180 - l. ~) • 
Line 18 of "The Indian to His Love" became positive through the 
change of may to mll., and there is no reason w}zy' it should not 
- -
be positively stated. The same tendency is observable in the 
alteration of "How Time may never_ ~ar their faery vows" to "That 
. . 
'l'ime can never mar a lover' s vows!' ( 34 - lo 10) • And most 
emphatic are the changes from statements of possi.bility or fact 
to commands; for example: "Mine would wti!lr being dead" became ' 
·--~~·· ' . . . •· ....... ----- ··-
''Mine must walk' being dead!f; ( 279 ;.-1. 16-}; -and the question , 
whether ''Images ride, I haard a man say," is a statement ~f fact 
or a command is resolved in this revision which power£~ trig-
•:, 
~,,: •. 
't 
1 
' 
- ~- ·--.
 
--· ---- . 
- . -
• 
. - . - -
. -
;9'• 
gers the poall: "Saddle am ride, I heard a man say," ( 314 - 1. l). 
In order not to overemphA.Si.ze these changes, it is advisable 
to qualify their affect by· gl. ving examples of alterations in th
e 
opposite direction, that is, from positive to possible. Thus, 
Mohini. Chatterjee was made to say, 1101d lovers yet may have / All 
that time denied, 11 ( 267 - 1. 17) instead of "Old lovers yet mall 
have~ / All that time denied. 11 In a sim:i.lar change., the urgeney 
of "Decided he must journey home,".was toned down to an unemphatic 
• 
A 
"Decided he would journey home!' (180 - 1 • .30). The lackluster 
comment, however, better fits the character who had been described
 
as "A hwnorous, unambitious man, / • • • who· had been contented 
long, / A nobody in a great throngt1 (180 - 11. 25, 28-29). in 
several cases statements of fact were changed to rhetorical 
,. .. 
questions; for example, "We were not born in the peasant's cot"
 
was. rearranged to "Were we not born in the peasant• s cot?" (369 -
1. 13). Finally, a very striking alteration which seans to 
share with the last but one above the m0t~ve of fitting the 
comment to the character or situation is found in "The Heart of 
the Woman. " The fir st seven lines produce a defini. te impressi. on 
-"' 
of hopelessness: 
0 what to ma the little room 
That was brimmed up lti. th prayer and restJ 
He bade me out into the gloom, 
•. 
- ~ - .. 
·,. -- :··.-: .... , ... ,; ... __ ........ ~.. -·-····AM--my-~east lies upon his breast. 
~-- "":"--:·· -·· 
'· ... :·~. 
0 what to me~ mother's care, 
The house where I was soft and warm; 
f),, 
The shadowy blossom of m;y hair ••• , ( 51 - ll·~ .1 ... 7-) 
. \ 
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0 ri gL nally", line 8 ran, "Shall hide us from the bi ttar storm. n 
.,.~~- ---- .• ... . ~ ... ,. -· ... . -· t·· •.. " 
Though the distinction is fading fast, in Yeats• day the cul-
tured reader wo~~ have understood the determination indicated 
. 
by shall, and very likely would have felt the change in mood 
which it unhappily produceso The revision smoothens the con-
sl.stency of the mood by substituting mll, indicating simple 
futuri tr 111 thout an overtone of determination., for shall. JO 
During the same time period another related revision tenet-., 
anq., hitherto UDJloticed, the alteration toward inclusiveness or 
expression., was being made~ A 1922 printing vi tnessed the re-
vision of "But have you known a dog to praise his fleas?" to 
,. 
"But was there ever dog that iiprai sad bis fleas?" ( 109 - 1. 4); 
,,., 
in 1927, ''Man makes a supennan" became the slight]3' more in-
clusi. ve, "Man makes- a Sllperhuman" ( 212 - 1. 614) J and 19 30 saw 
"Hoping more substantial joy" evolve from "Hoping a more sub-
stantial joy" ( 265 - 1. 9). A cluster of changes are found in 
1932 and 19 3.3: "Where very foot obeyed her glance!," changed to 
"Where every foot obeyed her glancel" ( 26o - 1. ll), represents 
(,: 
a particul.ar desire to rid the poetzy of words of little vocabul.817 
meaning which were or.i.gi.nally utilized mereq to fill out 
syllableso Particularly strild.ng is the leap from "But fashion• s 
31 
changed" to "But ail is changed" ( 262 - l. 46). 
D. Cha~s i,rhich alter structure. As a. result of mmv of 
·the revisions, sentence · structure was altered; two tende·ncies· 
stand out si. gni.ficantly: ( 1) the reshaping or sentences for the 
,, . purpose of eliminating enjambment; and (2) the working toward 
--· -- • .... ~-····-- .. 
····-:-,-: 
' 1 
. ' 
parallel. sentence structure. Enjambment, which was a. cha?'-
acteri.stic of Pre-Raphaelite poetry as well as earl,y Yeatsian 
~rics, was the subject of early revision;, Allt has noted the 
., change of "From ferns that drop their tears / Of det1 in the 
young streams," to '!From ferns that d:rop their tears / Over the 
., young streams" (11 - 1, 36-37) and of "He called aloud to all 
the stars to lend / Their hearl.ng, and some .comfort; gi. ve," 11 to 
46 
'' And he called loudly, to the stars to bend / From their · pale 
thrones and comfort him" (.3 - ll. 5-6)0 Unlike other traditional 
elements tihich Yeats hag. rid himself of by 1900., the viotory 
over enjambmont was a gradual one, for as late as 19.32 he wrote, 
"Everything that has lived / Lives; that much is certain." The 
···~" lines were later revised to "All lives that has lived; / So much 
is certain" (271 - 11. 9-1-0).32 
The second tendency is more noticeable, particul&JJ]Jr after 
1900. Exemplifying this particular revision process is line 11 
ot "From Oedipus at Colonus" which firs'\; read, "Never to have 
drunk the breath of lite at all nor looked into the eye of day" 
which was altered to "Never to have drawn the breath of life, 
never to have looked into the eye of day" (244 - 1. 11). 
Equally illustrative is the refashioning of "Justify all that 
have fled or have stood" into "Justify all that have fled, that I 
have stood" (313 - '1. J.4)}3 
-,~ · A mo-re momentous structural phenomenon,, llhi. ch ·occurs onl,t- ·- -· · 
in the poetzy written after 1928, is the regularization of 
•, 
liG'Jne and stanza form. Yeats' concern for such matters, 
. 
''1'-. "J. __ 
.\ 
.~ -.... - ' . ' ... ' •.,., ' - / -~ -.,· . .. ~ ·. . . 
··' 
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obvious to the reader ot his poet17, is made explicit in a letter 
written to Dorotey Wellesley on 26 Jlicy' 1936, to criticize a 
poem she had sent him:34 
Regular rl\vme is needed in this kind of W>rk tballadJ. 
The swing of the sentence makes the reader expect it. 
'Said lover to the serving maid.~ , 'This weetly done, • 
:t,i s easy done. ' and so on are ballad cadence a, and then 
the· six line stanzas suggest ballad stanzaso There is 
another reaeono In narrative ·verse w-e t1ant to concentrate 
the attention on the fact or the story, not on the f'ozm. 
The fom must be present as something we all accept--
• the fundamental sing-fJ)Dg. • I do not know a single 
example o! good narrative where the· reyllle scheme is 
var.I.ado 3S 
And leaving out a line from a stanza varies the rhyme scheme; 
thus Yeats added, "Of hammered.gold and gold enameling" to 
stanza IV of "Sailing to Byzantiwn," which addition rounds out 
that .final stanza to .eight lines, the length of the previous 
three, and regularizes the rhyme scheme to that of the stanzas 
it f ollowa ( ababacdd) o The same intention seems to be behind 
the addition of line 5, "Upon the star that marks ths hidden 
pole" to flA Di.alogue of Self and Soul." Thus, Stanza One is 
regularized with those which follow- it in number of lines ( eight). 
· and in rhyme schema ( abbae1dc). 36 lt is-interesting ·to note in 
this connection that Yeats I very rarely added to his poems libe~ 
re'Vising; his concern for form must truly have been great to 
ri 
-~- ~ ... ·-.. 
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. ·motivate frequent changes which are essentiall.7 opposed to"his 
natura:tincliriation. 
In his quest for unity, Yeats has made various structural 
alterations. "He Wishes His Beloved Were Dead" has these open-
ing lines: 
"Were you but lying cold and dead, 
And lights· were paling- out of the West, 
You would come hitmr, and bend your head, 
And I would lay my head on your breast. 11 
,, After an enumeration of her activities which live in his fancy, 
the speaker had originally ended tha poem thus: "O~W:d beloved 
~at you ley / Under the dock-leaves in the ground, / l'\Jhile birds 
grew silent one by one." Later, Yeats changed the last line to 
''While li"ghts were paling one by one" (74 - l. 1.3) which, through 
its closeness to the time of the opem.ng seem { as set in line 
two), triggers a racapitulation which fixes the poem as a 
to'l?ali ty in the reader's mindo 
Another striking revision is the deletion of a ten line 
philosophical passage from "My House." The poem as first 
printed follows: 
An ancient bridge, and a more ancient tower, 
A farm-house that is sheltered by its wall, 
An acre of stoD3" ground., 
~ ! 
·-~- - :~·~ - -.~ - · ----J·l.here the symbolic -~se can brea&--i-& flower,- - -.. ~ --·-.·- .-----·~-- ,:_ ~ .. . ... 
. ..7~.· 
• ; • • •$'>,. - • ~· 
Old ragged elms, old thorns innumerable, 
The· sound of the rain or sound 
-,-_ .. --- - -
- -·•---e.:-·· ___ .. ____ _ 
Of eveiy wi.bd that blows, 
.. -. 
. ;f 
n 
·, 
------ .. _ ·--·-·--~-.,.,.~ .~--··-·· ~,----- ,_,. ' .. 
-~ 
The stilted'' water-hen 
That pl~d in stream 
~"' 
Scared by the splaMing of a hundred cows; 
A winding stair., a chamber arched with stone, 
A grey stone fire-place wi. th an open hearth, 
A candle, and tfritten pageo 
Il Penseroso 's Platonist toiled on 
--·---
In some like chamber, shadowing forth 
How the demonic rage 
Imagined evaeything. 
Bani ghted travellers 
From markets and f'rom fairs 
Had seen his midnight candle gl1mmering. 
The r.i. ver rises., and it sinks again; 
One hears the rumble of it tar below 
Under its rocky hole. 
What Median., Persian., Babylonian,_ 
In reverie, or in vi st.on, saw 
Symbols of the soul., 
Mind r·rom mind has caught, 
The subterranean streams., 
Tower Wijere the candle gleams 
A su.f'f e·rtng passion and "'a-1abouring thought? 
• J. 
· · · - -· Two· men have found· it· here.- --A man-at-arms- - ---
! ,. 
!. -- , 
Gathered a score of horse and spent bis days 
In this tumultuous spot, 
Where through long wars and sudden night alarums 
. His dwindJ i ng score and he seemed east-a-wa.ys 
Forgetting and forgot; 
And I I that after me 
My bodizy heirs ma.r find, 
To exalt a lonely mind, 
Befitting emblems of adversity. (214) 
Perhaps a close examination of the structure will expose Yeats•
 
reason for removing the passage in question {Stanza III). 
Stanza I, which treats the scene surrounding the house, 
;o 
iDi tiates an ascending order of development; fmm a starting 
point ot inanimate structure and field (11. l-3), the focus 
shifts first to surrounding vegetable life (11. 4-5) which, 
through the use of t1here.9 is made to grow out of the stony back
-
groundJ lines 6 and 7 introduce the pol-rerful i'o.rces of nature 
which are:} linked to all that has gone before by implicati'on 
C!• J• rain must £all upon something--a tower or stol'\Y ground--
to make a noise); finally, linked to line 6 by association 
( concrate1y, water), lines 8 through 10 introduce members of tm 
ammal kingdom, both bird and beasto Thus far the movement ha
s 
been quite natural. Stanza II moves the focus to within the 
houae; here, too, there ie an observable om~~j- though this time 
~ ... ~ - ..,..._.._ ,.. ... ("..JI ..... -~ • .,. 'tr !.,. .. -- ... _... - ·- -.:- •• .. . .. ••
 ~ .• .""""-,. 
the images develop from the large fumiamental elements of the 
house ( a stair, a chamber, a fire-place, ll. 11-12) to focus on 
·• I>. 
.... , ' ......
..... , .... -.- ... . 
-~ 
·di 
-- - -···- ~ .. 
"----·. \_::... 
- . 
smaller, less integral furnishings (a candle~-linked to lines ll 
and 12 through association with t~e fir8p1ace-and the written 
page, ( (lo .31)), which suggests an author, Milton). Here a 
. ·~ digression occurs, the imagining of Milton at work., which is,· 
,. 
nonetheless, structurally purposeful in that it helps to char-
acterize the chamber Yeats has led us torf moreover., the connec-
tion of the imagined Milton and the present chamber .is strengthened 
by the menti.on of his candle, seen by midnight travellers. Like 
the preceding one., this stanza has grown natural]1'; and further-
more, it has reached a climactic moment., for the poet has aroused 
an intense interest in the identity of the human(s) mo could 
excite even an oblique comparia,n to Miltonc But here Yeats 
faltered; he allowed stanza III to lDreak the uni.for of the 
dramatic scene by shifting once again outside of the house where 
the river's roaring stirred philosophical mustngs about those 
who had heard it in the past, thair visions, and ,tlmir arduous 
task mich links them and the stanza to Milton and stanza III. 
All or this is parfectzy good poetr.v; but it is out of place. 
Ten lines too late, stanza IV introduces the actors we have 
ovvantieipated, a warrior who with his band had held out here 
and Yeats (llo 21-27), both·-linkad to stanza III by thai.r own 
arduous tasks. However, that this last could just as easi~ grow · 
out of stanza n and Milt~dour:i ,Yests,lat.s:r sensed, aided 
-
-
.. perhaps- by a heightene'd~ -sense --or the dramatic; and he deleted 
Stanza III. Yet the operation was not a total success for in 
stitching up the incision Yeats changed line U to "Two men have 
~- ~ - -
~. 
-: ... -·--:-· . - .......... -
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founded here." The syntax urges the question, tounded--what?37 
We have been viewing a poem which Yeats remoulded structurally 
by dropping a stanza; in other cases he shifted structural elements 
about without omitting mv- appreciable amount from the poetry. 
I ' 
Though these changes a.re conaiderably numerous, I have selected 
the most striking, .round in "Th® Song of the Old Mother," to stand 
tor its paler relatives; tha first printing follows: 
I rl se at the dami, and I kneel and blow 
Till the seed of the fl re flicker and glow, 
And .then I must mend and scrub and bake and sveep 
Till stars are beginning to blink and peep; 
While the young lie long and dream in their bed 
Of the matching of ribbons the blue and the red, 
And their day goes over in idleness., 
And they sigh if tha wind but lift up a tress; 
But the sssd of the fira gets feeble and cold, 
And I must work because I am old. (.50) 
In this version, line 9 unifies the poem by liDld.ng together 
beginning and ending. That in each case the fire is intemed as 
a literal. one is made clear by Yeats' reference to line 9 of this 
version only that "The 'seed of the fire' i~ the lrlsh phrase· 
...,_,_,, 
tor the little fragment of burning turf and hot ashes which re-
mains in tha hearth from the day bsforeo 038 Howaver., in a later 
versiQn the last two li!les .are shifted about: _-, 'iWhile I must woiic._ 
because I am old, / And the see,d of the fire gets feeble ·and 
cold." In this new order the ~ew line 10 increases in 11.chnees 
-· -"r.. --.. 
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• 
as it takes on the additional S11ggestion oi' 'hElr own bumt out 
condition. 39 
E. Changes which alter rhythm. In dealing 1d. th changes 
in rl\y tbm, I enter upon shaky ground, for several reasons. 
First of all, though the effect or one of the effects of a 
revision is a change in rhythm., it is often difficult to aa= 
,. 
Sl 
,. certain whether Yeats made the alteration specifically to modify 
the rhythm or whether the new metrical effect is a by-product of 
,J.· 
another intention. For example, it is well known that Yeats 
consciously worked away from the inversion of syntax so 'typical. 
of Pre-Raphaelite poetxy and toward the word order of everyday 
X 
speech; at the ssme time, rh;ythm underwent changes. In "While 
// X / X XX / - .. 
grows our love an Indian star, 11 the heaviest stress fell on the 
second syllable because of the primaey importance 0£ the verb. 
. - X / X // X / XX 
When the syntax was_ changed to "While our- love grows an Indian 
I . -
star," (7 - 1. 13) the verb still received the~ heaviest accent, 
but., since it was placed diff er~ntly, a difference in the 
rhythm of the line was createdo Secondly, though I am aware 
of the recent studies tihich repudiate the stress-unstress systE111 
of scanning poetiy, particular:cy, the accusation that this method 
of graphic representation drastically oversimplifies the subtle 
modulations of stress, I am not mra.re of aey- method endowed wi. th 
superior accuracy tJhich has been proffered in its place; thus, 
inaccuracy I td.11 attempt to curb as much as possible by means of 
addi ti.onal symbols f'or extra or drama ti. c stress { //) and for 
·-~. 
• s 
.. 
<, 
half-stress c,). Lastl.7, after witnessing the disagreement into 
which the most competent prosodists are often led by the ever 
present subjective element, I am painfulzy aware that my own 
scanning is open to the criticisu of those who read Yeats• line 
differently than I haveo 
Notwithstanding these dlfficulties., I have chosen to devote 
considerable spa.ca to Yeats• revisions mich result in changes in 
rh1'1;hm because J) 't·ilen taken as a group which includes the re-
visions which seem to stem from another desire than tD change the 
l"--4~· 
rh1'1;hm., thsse alterations become more abundant than 8?13' other 
well-defined classo Moreover, the undertaking is gi van added 
· plausibility by Yeats• intense concern w.l th th,e rhrthm of his · 
-, 
lyrics, an interest lihich is reflected in the scores of comments 
he made in that direction. 
Several safe generalizations may be made, the first by wq 
of .qualifying G. D. P. Allt' s statement that "greater ••• variet7 
of metrs"40 has been introduced, mich, as the follomng pages 
"' 
v.lll'" shoir, though true, is only half of the sta1ryi for trbile 
some· revisions introduce nei:v rhythms, the largest single sub-
group is enti:r--aly composed of alterations t-fnich craat® 1regular 
lines (for the most part, iambic) t-1hich har<lly can ba thought of 
as adding to a 11 graatero o oVEW'i&ty of metran since close to half 
of the lines t:thich Yeats never altered fit this descriptiono In 
-- --
. Ar- ··--------· ..,_ .• .,. -
- --·-·-an fai:rnoss to Mr. Allt, it ahould be emphasized that-he has ..... -
based his st~ on two books ot poetx,-, Crosseays and~ Rose, 
.. 
in which cases regularization is less pn,minent than in the 
~ 
,, 
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later poetry. Marlon Wltt, mo has written on the revision of 
the later poetry, has passed over the rhythmic changes vi th a 
.f few striking but unrepresentative examples.41 
ss 
Secondly; Mro Allt' s generalization, thit lines are often 
changed through the introduction of a bypennetric foot or feet42 
is equally true tor the middle and later peet27. However, 
# throughout the lyrics an opposite tendency exists., the taking 
., 
out due to metrical regularizatlon of bypennetric feet., particular-
x X / X / 
ly anapests; for example., "Or a young man old?" was altered to 
X / X / 
"Or yol.lllg man old?" ( 283 - 1. 12). On the other hand, where 
regularization is not Yeats• concern., several novel metrical 
combinations are· utilized for a variety of effects; rather 
prevalent in poems written and revised between 1914 and 1939, 
after the beginning of Yeats' theater experiences., is the ad-
di tion of anapestic feet in order to obtain an enlivening e:f-
x 
feet., in order to quicken the movement of the line.9 as in "And 
/x / x /\. x / .x 
with the heart mere old than the horn" which was revised to "And 
X . / X / \ X / · 4J . 
with heart more old than tXw horn" (57 - l. S) and in the 
x /x / x/x/x / 
revision of "But trod tha road., or paddled by the shore,• to 
x /x /x /xx/ 
"But _trod the road, or splashed by the shore" (231 - 1. ~l). 
Equally prevalent, strlkingJ) and occurrlng at app~ate]y the 
same time is the use of trochees, especia:Lly as introductory 
feet in which position they have no superlor as far as the dis-
----- . I X / X X ' 
t:ribution of emphasis is concerned. "I~have nothing but the 
X / X / 
embittered sun;" emphasizes the pronoun I, both ~Ii th metrical 
-
and visual stress by having I head off the line., much more than 
- . 
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. /f 
. . 
x/x /x . ~ 
had the original., "And I have nothing" (164 - 1. 8). 
One of the reasons for which we can expect 81\V' poet to 
make alterations affecting metre, "to reconcile the rbythm re-
quired by the metro w.i.th the rbytbm imposed by the sense,n4S 
S6 
was, according to Allt, a motivation for certain changes in 
Yeats' early poemso From the examples Allt cites., it is ev.i..deld; 
" 
that he restricts such changes to rearrangements which br.i.ng_ 
proper word accents and metrical stress into agreement; for 
example, Allt explains the revision of "And eveJY mumbling old 
man said" to "And eve17 Ancient Ollave ssid" (10 - 1. 9) thuss 
In natural speech the phrase 'old mant would receive an 
equal stress on each syllableo The metre, however, ex-
acts a greater and unnatural emphasis upon tm> · £armer 
word: the phrase must be ··read as one would read such 
words as 'soldier, 9 'postmano 1t The final versi.on 
substitutes a word of which the rhythm is congenial to 
the metre. 46 
j .... , 
If not an extension of this tendeney, an at least closely re-
lated type of change is that which results in a rbythm appropriate 
to the action depicted; line 4.5 of "The Ballad of Moll Magee," 
or.i.glnally i:m ttan, ttA-pilin' wood or pilin a turf J>" oos later 
changed to "Pilin' the uood or pilin6 the turf0 the si.ng=song 
monotoey of irhich admirably fits the actiono Equally effective 
.----·- is the rav14m.P:tng...--ot__a p~_sa-a. i"ri "'rhe Scholars11 liiich first ran 
0, ..... ~ ........... ~. -·- . ~ -- .. ...__ .......... . 
as follows: 
Th97'll cough in ink to tbe world's end; 
Wear out the cazpet with their shoes 
"'· 
,·.,,,,.,,.. -
--·--·----··--·---- •. - .. ·--·--·--~"- .. . ,.,_ ··--·····-·-· -·- .. 
. '· ... 
Earning respect; have no strange triendJ 
If tmy have sinned nobo<tr knows. n 
In this varsi.on the stresses are rathe~ haphazardly dL str.Lbuted; 
however, Yeats recast the idea: 
I /x I I Ix/ 
All shuf'fia there; all cough in ink; 
/ / x /x / x / 
All wear the carpet 'Wi. th their shoes, 
I I X /X IX / 
All think what other people think, 
// x/ x /x / 
All know the man their neighbour knows. 11 (161 - n. 1-10) 
,f} 
The k8J" to the success of this revision is repetition. The"' 
obvious repetition of the word all, occupying the same posi tLon 
-
in four di.fferent lines, the use of a verb as the second word or 
each clause (followed in th :ree cases by the a.lli terati ve words 
'-
there., the, and ~), the repetition of think, the uninterrupted 
,, 
repetition of tm same rhythmic pattern three times in the first 
,, 
'1:i 
line-and-one-half, and the duplication of tm same rhythmic pat,. 
tern in the third and fourth lines create a sameness, a monotorv, 
llhich superbly fits the picture Yeats is dram ngo 4? 
In Yeats• later revisions, particular)¥ clustered in the 
span of years from 1925 to 1928, a tendency 'Which mq or mq not 
be conscious occurs; at 8.1\V rate., the effect is a subtle linking 
. -
of metre and sense created by the use of feminine lines md 
feminina caesuraso In "The Hero., the Girl., and the Fool" t~ 
weak stress created by the feminine line is perfectly attuned to 
- ·the wrd inserted to· bring··the effeet abouto -~- Gagi.naJ Jy j the -
· ------··-- ... --- · ·-------- .. ----··· -----· · --
·x / x / x / ·x· 
glrl had rather stro~ly stated, "be warned and go / If you have 
/ X /x X / X / 
seen that image am not my worth." In 1928., her waming was 
- ..... .. . ... 
''3,. ,.. • y 
'";I;, ... •-·--.,.~" 
) 
,, 
;/ 
' ' 
· S8 
X / 
softened, by the cbanp ot one word, almost to a pleaa "be warned 
:x: / X / X / X /x X / X /x 
and go / If you have seen that image and not the woman" { 232 - 1. · 
8). 
A feeling of habitual activit7 had been uplicit in this line 
as the poet described his constant desire to climb "Evening and 
morn, the steep street of Urbine." Alteration of the masculine 
to a feminine caesura more emphatically realizes this habitual 
/ X X 
feeling as the poet• s desire to climb becanes one of "Evening and 
/ X .. ·-..-~/ 
morning.," ( 171 - 1. 12) • A pas saga 't1bich di st urbed Yeats because 
\ / x/x xx/ 
he felt it was too strong ran, 111 think it better that at times 
X / / / X / X / II 
like these / We poets keep our mouths shut." Finally he so.ft~~d 
the second line by use of a feminine caesura and a less f'orcetul 
x/s / x/x 
word; bis belief became, "A poet's mouth [should] be silent,'' 
( 179 - 1. 2) . 48 
Concurrent with and often as a result of cmnges in reythm 
is the stressing of an important word or "WOrds. Generally, Yeats' 
rearranged his lines so that the stress fell on wrds of hifjl 
vocabula27 value (adjectives, pronouns., and verbs) rather than on 
,)· 
fwiction trordso Frequently adjacti ves uars amphasized; for ex-
Jc / x /xx/ x/ /xx 
· 71e1 11A ~ and t1andering cry" t,ras changed to 
11A g9¥ » uandering 
· er," (17 - 1. 28) in uhlch version the emphatic caesura slows 
the line end causes the reader to linger over tha second 
· 
X / / X /x \ X 
I''' :,L 
adjectiveo Altered to "And new friends are bu::ur w.L th your 
7 ---- . · x / x / x / ~~-... . ........ . 
~ · · ·, ·. · .. ~ .. ~ · ·· ·- · "·pta.1:m; n ·- th~ ·line ~·first· ·-ran, ~nAadJ of nan friends are glad.xi.th -- -
' • '· .•·. •:; • • '"" .••. • •.r "'••. '.'"•• 
X ./ 
your praise" (71 - 1. 3). Stress or the function word of is 
-
sacrificed in_ order to emphasize nay. A pronounced tenlemy is 
.... ~,,.,,. - ............. ,.---
.. 
. .. --" ------ ~ 
,:,, 
.--+ 
-- ;'~: 
" ;:';;' 
,"':--i-
.,,_.,,,.,- .. -
.... -- - - . - - " - .. ·" ~ 
S9 
to add a beat to a line; particularly effective was the revision 
in a line of "The Second Coming" which first stood, "The best 
lack conviction, while the worst / Are full or passionate in-
' 
tensity"; the revision emphasizes the totality of the loss by 
·x / x/x/x 
addition of a stressed syllable: "The best laclt all conviction," 
(207 - 1. 7). 49 In three poems, 'stress was shifted to pronouns~ 
X X -; / X X / X / X 
"With his sniie marsh and his trout" t-1as :revissd to "And bis own _ 
_ / x . , /x / x /.x / · 
snipe and trout" (15 - 1. 4). "I am afraid that you ti.11 run," 
. . 
-
X / X 
changed to place the stress unmistakeably on I, became "And I am 
_x / x / x / - . x /x 
afraid that you tii.11 ntn." (174 - lo 30). SLmilarly., "Decr7it 
/ _X / \ / X / X X / X / X ' 
age that has been tied upon me" became "Decrepit age tQ&t has been 
/ X / 
tied to me" (212 - 1. 3). 
lloe,t important of_ the stress redistributions are those 
whic.h finally emphasize vems. Often the position of the caesura 
X /x / ~t / / 
figun,s in this emphasiso ttWhat ever has been sighed, sung" 
/ / x /xx/ 
evolved from "All sounds from bird or angel sung" (197 - 1. 7); 
not only are the verbs increased f3rom one to tuo but both siped 
and_ suns are emphasized, particularzy because th.a caesura has 
been placed between, them. A similar effect created by moving 
x/ x/ x / x 
the caesura is observable in nThat sha might be that sprl~tq 
I IX xx/ X / X / 
gLrl trodden by a bird" 't-'Jhicli' generated from 11That she might be 
x / x/xx/x\x/ 
that sprightly girl who was trodden by a bi:rd11 (172 - lo 4). 
Use of the spondaic foot composed of tt10 verbs is not uncommon; 
. . -~ .. - X X -/ / X X / X / _ 
along thi~ lins 11- J'When my luc..lc cha.nged....Jmd thai <1ared·~meir -
X / X X· / X ~ X 
my face," was rewrked into ''When my luck changed and tba7 
I 1 x / . 
dared meet my face" (171 = 1. 2$). lt is interesting to note 
0 
, 
·• 
-
.. _·.;...,! 
.-.: 
·._·:··---~---.:..:.., ·-:...-·---· ·- --~-·-,P· --••,' ·-·-··-• .. ----~ •"-••-•• ••, '• -·-• ~- -~,••'•- •• < --,• "• 
in this ·connection the typical Yeatsian phenomenon of a revision 
being S11ggested by an element al.rea<zy' present in the line; thus, 
the spondee "luck ·changed" suggesteg. "dared moot."_ , 
However, most fr-equent is the simple raarranglng or dropping 
X X / X . 
of syllables to insure stress of verb fomso "That is in the 
/ x / x /x/x 
q~ck-llma laid" is a, probable scansion; but 11That is in quidclima 
laid" (347 - 1. 24) .leaves no doubt that is receives a stress. 
'.. I X / ' / X ' / X 
The contraction "tower's" i:i "I declare this tower's 11G' symbol" 
had weakened the force of Yeats' proclamation; 111 declare this 
tower is my symbol" (251 - 1. 16) remedies tha situationo 
X / X / X / X" 
Sf.milarly, the contraction in "And _there• s no s:ingi.ng school but 
I~ I 
studT,tng, n though there's is stressed, diminishes the emphasi:s of · ... 
X / X /x / X / X 
the verb; "Nor is there singtng school but studying" (2ll - 1. 13) 
,o 
is op_en to no such objection. 
Finally, revisions of stress play one more import.ant role; 
they help to emphasize elements of sound, particularly alliterative 
syllables; thase mil be considered prasentlyo Though the aural 
quaJi ty Mas sva~,J'present in Yeats' poetry, perhaps representing 
.. 
51 
a carr.v-over f':rom his Pre-Raphaelite beginnings, and though the 
changes which affect alliteration occur t-li. th as much frequency 
as those which a.ff act rlzythm~ m~ of tha sa new sound effects are 
by-products of other intentionso Hot-raver, a very definite 
generalization may be made: the ratio of the alterations which 
-
-··.,.·. :,· --~··--' 
... .., .. __ ..............
.... , .. , .. , .. , ~ 
~ 
increase alliteration to those which decrease it is alm'oS1.-tive 
- - =· .... - -
to one. Moreover, in a limited number of cases, a]Ji terati.on is 
neither added nor deleted but rather the all1terative sounds are 
,, 
.::-!. 
.: .... '.:::,:::" . ,,._,· ... 
~~-· ........ - . 
changed; for example, "While wamering still, to be a made, v1. th . ~ -. 
.. 
Oram.a' s shade," which compounds the w sound., was altered to 
-
"Amid that .first astonishment, ldth Gram.a• s shade., n (186 - l. 4) 
which contains the aJliteration of a soundso'
2 
-
" {,' 
By f'ar the most significant of the revisions involving al-
literation are those ~:hich supply an alliteratl.ve syllable on Jt/xx/ x/x xx/ 
which stress £all.so "I have not a crumb of comfort.? not a grain" 
x / x/x/x xx/ 
evolved f'rom "But heart there is no comfort.9 not a grain" (82 -
x/x/ x/xx x/ 
1. 7); "And raising arms all raddled l'!i. th the dye" first read, 
x / x /x/ / xx/ 
"And stretching out her ams, red 'With the eye" (20 - 1. 7) J and 
:X: / X / X / X X / / X / 
"That he may fight the iraws of the loud. sea" became ''That he · .
.. X / X / X X X / 53 
may- fight the horses of' the sea" (20 - 1. 81). 
F. Changes which !m?zear ~ issue f_rom ! dramatic instinct 
.!!2, develop concretenesso Although a tendency to substitute 
concrete tenns in place .of vague and abstract ones i-ras found in 
S4 ~ 
the early poatey- by G. D. P. Allt, no substantial. number of 
changes to later poems has been made in this di.raction; and the 
cumulative significance or those mich are rewomed toward the 
concrete is. diminished by other lines which are made more 
abstract, less concreteo However., in m nnection lii. th the setting 
of several of th.a later poems, increased concreteness is a note-_ 
worthy factoro The role of dramatic i-Jriting as an influence on 
..--
Yeats' style has been di. scussed p~viousl.yo I suspect that a 
:· -................. · ··· .... ·'-····--·-- ,plea can be made- fc;r. .i.te..i.n.fluance on t~. ca~es I ~-_a'Q_out _to 
'. 
,. 
. . - . . . . . 
·• 
~...,_ ... ._ ·-- ... - -
-
-~ .... -----= ., 
consider, for one of the lessons the theater Sllrely taught; him 
was that an audience has -eyes which are satisfied bast by con-
cret4- pict~~-'-- and the following changes are eloquent lli. tnessea 
~~:;~~-. .. . ,: : ·.~--~. /j." -~ .. :~-~·~>·,~~~~~#i.~;:•Jj[;1-fJ;J:?5~~{,;;1_i\{:: .. :;?. -'. ~ . 
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-to the effectiveness of that lesa:,n. 
,·\ 
The openingwlines of "The Li v.Lng Beaut:y11 were a ~ure of 
aoods: "I'll say and ma.yb9 dream r have drawn content, / Seeing 
that time has frozen up the blood." In rev.i.sion these ~nes 
were consistently concratized: "I bade, because the wick and 
oil are spent / And frozen' are the channels ot the blood," (157 -
ll. 1-2). The original beginning of "All Soul's Night" which read.1 
"It is all Soul I s Night and, the great Chri. st Church bell / And 
-
118.t\Y a lesser bell sound through the room," pales before tm 
dramatic intensity of this more specific start: "MidDi.ght has 
come, and the great Chris; Church Bell / And maey a lesser bell 
sound through the room" (247 - 11. 1-2). 
But most fortllllate of all is the addition of a passage at D 
the head of "A Song tran 'Tfie Player Queen' " which first appeared 
in this torm.1 · 
.. 
• He went awq, ' my- moths~ sang, · 
'When I was brought to bed. ' 
And all the while her needle pulled 
The gold and si.lver thread. 
She pulled the thread ~d bit the thread 
And made a golden gown, 
And wept because she Id dreamt that I 
Was bom to irea.r a crown. 
. ....-.,- -- -
,r..-~ • - - - • 
I 
-
·~·· ... _,_. __ . \,·~-, .. ·..:·~- ........... -- . ..-- -· 
1 When she was got,• my mother sang, 
'l heard a sea-mew er:,, 
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•I ,aw a fiake of the yellow i'oam 
That dropped upon my thigh., 
How the ref ore could she help but braid 
The goi~ upon my hair., 
And dream that I should carry 
The golden top of care? · 
Atter revision the scene was dramatically set by'· these lines: 
My mother dandled ma and sang., . 
'Hov young.it is, how youngl • 
And made a golden cradle 
That on a willow swung. 
Here the reader i a enabled to approach the poem 'Wi. th a clearer 
concepti.on of the speaker. 
It will be noticed that all of the fore going re'rl. sions are 
-
63 
at the beginning of poems and not unreasonably so., because Yeats., , 
like Milton and Keats., t-1as aware of the primary and suprens 
.. 
importance of a poem's begi.nning; yet, one of his most extensi. ve 
revisi.ons tacks two stanzas onto what was originally a one stanza 
poem; here is the poan as it finally stood (ll. 1-5 comprised the 
origlnal. poem): 
'Put off that mask of burning gold 
With emerald eyes. ' 
.----· ~: .... · '0 no, ·irr, dear;~ dear, you makes, bold 
To find if hearts be 1li ld and 1d. se., 
And ye\ ~- :oola~' 
.,,::.. 
.. ,.? 
-·· 
I I -
44 
. ,,, '' r•, 
··: 
~ --- -· 
. . . ... -·.·. 
·j \ 
..., ' . 
•I would but find what• s .. there to find., 
Love or deceit.• 
•It was the mask engaged your mind, 
And after set your heart to beat, 
Not what' s behind. ' 
'But lest you are my en.am,, 
I must enquire.' 
'0 no, my dear, let all that be; 
What matter, so there is but fire 
In you, in me?' 
.. : 
The ob'Vi.ous result is a more thorough development of the potential. 
situation embodiecf'in stanza one. A second outcome is that the 
poem finally developed along a favorite Yeatsian poetic techni.que--
the dramatic dialogue-a,whi.ch like so Ill8J\Y previously mentioned· 
developments gained impetus if not genesis from his Abbey Theatre 
endeavors. And thirdly, i! one allo1fs that the second speaker 
bears close resemblance to Yeats, the poem becomes a convenient 
key to one aspect of his complex makeup. 
The impulse for the follo't1.i.ng considerable group of changes 
requires introduction. When it came to music, Yeats was some- . 
what of a paradox. On one hand, he said, "I have always known 
that there was something I disliked about ai.ngl.ng, and I nat~ 
. 56 · 
Ldislike print and paper." And he refused "to write for musl.c 
- ·-- .--- . ---. -- ·- - . 
-- ,...a -~ ..., tl1I' _. ae--- - - • -
bedause, her said, "when I heard aey-tning sung l aid·-not-··-i.ar the 
words, or il I did their natural pronunciation was altered and 
i. 
/ I . ( 
___..,_.._._.._ ___ ._ 
I 
"i. 
! 
L 
.. , ~· 
. ... . ..... _. ---- .. -··- ,.-~-.------
"-" .. ·. 
their natural music alte~., or it was drowned in another musLc ;,.' 
which I did not understando n57 On the other b.and, he wanted to .Y'r . 
.tillid a method or writing music and poetry, an endeavor which 
' . 
occupied him around the turn of the centu:ey ai'ter he, in 186$, S~ 
first met Katherine Tynan who was to become his instrument for 
speaking to the psalteryo 59 During the middle years, Yeats 
curtailed his psalterian activities but late in life a new fervor 
60 , 
developed. Along l'-li th a renewed interest in speald.ng to the 
psaltery, ·Yeats hoped to create ballads which would be sung by 
Irishmen long after his death. 'Whether ballad writing came hard 
to Yeats or his standard of perfection was rai. sed is difficult 
--,;,[·to determine. Perhaps the antipatpy he bore to singlng created 
,·.., 
a barrier to composition of verses t-mich 1·1ere to be sung; at 81\Y 
rate, these ballads show veey extensive and very intriguing re-
vi si.ons. Yeats• note after the title of "Three Songs· to the 
Same Tune" explains the genesis of their argmnerrt, fo:rm, am 
revisions 
J 
In politics I have but one passion and one thought, 
rancour against all who, except Ullder the most dire 
necesst ty, di. sturb public order, a conviction tba t 
public order cannot long persi.st llithout the rule of 
educated and able men. That order was everywhere thel.r 
work, is still as much a part of their tradition as the 
Ill.ad. or.' the F.epublic oL.E.l~tQJ_ thei:r.. ;r.~e. <?~~ .. g<?-~~, 
it lies an empty shell for the passing fool to kick in 
pieces. Some months ago that passion laid hold upon me 
.:... .. :1 
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with the v.Lolence which unfits ~he poet for all politics
 
but his own. While the mood lasted., it seemed that our 
-
~" 
growing disorder, the fanaticism that inflamed it like 
mme old bullet embedded in the flesh., l>Ja.S about to tum 
our noble histoiy into an ignoble farceo For the first 
time in my life I wanted to urita imat some croi1d in the 
street might understand and sing; I aEked ~ friends for 
a tune; they recommended that old march 'O'Donnell Abu.' 
I first got my chorus., •nnm· the fanatic, down the clown.,' 
then the rest of the first song. But I soon tired of its 
rhetoricaJ. vehemence, thought that others wuld ti. re of it
 
unless I found.some gay playing upon its theme, some half-
serious exaggerati. on and defence of its rancorous chorus., 
and therefore I made the second versl.on. Then I put into 
66 
a simple song a commendation of the mle of the able am 
educated, man I s ·old delight in submission; I wrote rwnd 
the line 1The soldier takes pr.i.de in salutl.ng his captain
,' 
thinking the tmile of a Gaelic poet• s lament for his. las
t 
masters: 1My fathers served their fathers before Christ w
as 
crucified.' I read my songs to friends, they talked to 
others, those others talked, and now companions march to 
the words •Blue shirt Abu, 9 and a song that is all about 
shamrocks and harps or se~s all about them, because its 
words have the particular ··variation--·iil)on · the -eadenc e of 
•Yankee Doodle' Young Ireland reserved for that theme. I 
did not write that a>ng; I could not. if I had tried. Here 
l. 
''\ 
.. - -· 
' . ~,' 
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are my songs. Aey'bo4,' n,.q sing than, choo.sl.ng • clow • aid 
- .. , ·--~----,c·~-.-···~~,--.. ~~··,-~~--,-,.-,,......,.0,._,,,-~-..,;,.- ~ . ..._;!,? -
-
1 fanatic' for himself, if' they are singable--musicians sq 
they are, but m~.fiattor--and worth si.nging. 
61 
In the interest of clarity I have chosen to parallel the origi.nal 
tonns of the three songs t'li. th the ti naL :revisions. In all three 
cases the left hand columns represent the versions published in 
~ ~ectator, Feb. 2.3, 19.34, and the right hand columns, the 
D 
variants in the versions printed in "A Full Moon in March" dur-
ing the follold.ng year. 
Three Songs to the Same Tune · 
I 
Grandt at her said in the great · 
Rebellion: 
'Hear gentlemen, lacti.es and 
all mankind 
Money is good and a gL rl 
might be better 
But good strong blows 
are delights to the mind.' 
Come march9 singing this SQng,. 
. , .. / SwingingJ) avrlnging along. 
Those fanatics all that we do 
11ould undo; - - -
Down the fanati~, dotm ~ 
clotii11 
Down, do"t-m, hammer them 
down, 
Down to the tune of O 'Donnel 
AbUo - -
-
•A gi.rl I had., but she follow-
ed another; 
Money I had and it went in the 
night; 
Strong drink I had» and it 
. brought me to sorrow; 
But·-·a_iood st1Mnt;''"'Cause and·-· 
the bloua are delight.• 
Q)me march, singing this song, 
Swinging., swinging along. 
Grandfather sang it under the 
gallows: 
••• ladies, and ••• 
••• better, 
••• 
There, standing on the cart, 
He sang it from bis heart • 
••• 
••• clownJ 
••• 
••• 
••• another, 
••• had., ••• lli ght, 
••• sorrow, 
W, - • ..,.__.,_.._ ... _.._._ 
..... ,,,. •• _ ... _ 
...... 
···-~ -
~..-•• ...... •·
·-•• ... •••or,•1>.... -. ·-•·•- : • ... ..._. ·• 
••• eaus~Land blows ••• ....-.....-.... __ -
All there caught up the tunes 
•on, on, my darling man• •. _u 
' \ 
. Those fanatics ,alJ. tli&t,vn do 
............... ~-----· ... - - -would undo.... · 
'Mone, is good, and a girl 
might be better 
No matter waat happens or who 
takes the fall, 
But a good strong cause' --
the rope gave a jerk there 
He said no more for his 
thrOat -aas too small. 
Come march9 singing-this scmg, 
Sw.i.nging, swinging alone. 
Those fanatics a11· that we 
do would undo·. • • • -
-
Justify all those renowned 
generations; 
They. left thai. r bodies to 
fatten the wolves, 
They left their homesteads 
to shelter the foxes, 
Fled to far countries, or 
sheltered themselves 
~n cavern, ere.vie.~ or hole, 
· Def ending Ireland' s soul. 
Those fanatics all that we 
do l.i1>uld undo; -
Dow'nthe fanatic.I) down the 
clomi; -
Down., dotm hammer them down, 
Down to tlie tune o? O'Donnell 
Abuo - -- - ----
-
Justify all those renowned 
generations, 
Justify all that have sunk in 
that r blood, 
Justify all that have died on 
. the . ~a!!«Jld, --
1· • 
II 
Ju$t~fy . ~. ~h.~~- ~~:V:-~.- ~~~.4.. . --·· 
or have stood, 
Or have marched the Di. ght 
long,· 
Singing, si. ngLng a song. 
. , 
••• 
••• good and ••• better., 
.s'.) 
••• happens and ••• 
••• there, 
No more said he, for his 
throat was too smallJ 
But he kicked before he dLed, 
He did it out of pride. 
••• 
••• 
•• ~.to fatten the 
••• 
••• crevice, hole, 
'Drown !Y: the dogs,• sai.d the 
fierce young woman, 
'They Hiled !I p,ose and ! cat. 
Drown, drot,m in tha water-butt., 
--Drown all the dogs, 0 said the 
f'ierc'i Yo\ing woman. -
••• 
••• 
••• 
• •• •• :' • .,._•-w , ... ~, •••• •' ~ 
.•• ned, that have.!.•_. 
. . ---------
stood or have ••• 
• •• 
--
• • ' :. o;,. ..... • ~ • L • "<:.. ... 
,Those fanatics all that va · 
do 11>uta undo... -
-
Fail, and that history tums 
into rubbish, 
:All that great past to a 
trouble of_fools; 
Those that coma after shall 
mock 0' Donnell9 
Mock at the m9mory ofr both 
0 1 Naills!) 
Mock Emmet, mock Parnell, 
All the renotm ·that fell. 
Those fanatics all that we 
do would undo ••• -. - -
-
III 
Soldiers take pride in saluting 
their Captain, 
The devotee proffers a knee 
to his Lord., 
Some take delight in adonng 
a.womano 
' What• s equali ty?--Muck in 
the yardg 
Historic Nations grow 
From above to below. 
Those fanatics all that we 
do would undo; -
Down°the fanatic, down the 
cl'owt -
.... , 
Down, dotm, hammer them down, 
--·· Down to t.h9 tune of O'Donnell 
-·· Abue- -
-
When Nations ate empty up 
there at the top, 
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'Drown all the dogs,' said the 
f'ierc'e zolmg woman, ~ 
!They ld.lled 5[ ~ ~ ! £2• 
Drown, drot-m in ~ater-butt, . 
Drown all tliedojs,"o said the 
lierc"e Youn~ woman. -
••• 
••• 
••• mock at o• Donnell, 
••• 
••• Pamella 
• Drown all !!!! do gs, • said ,!!!! 
fierce louns woman, 
• The.[ killed 5! goose !,!2 ! cat. 
. Drown., drown in the water-butt, 
Drown all the do~' said the 
tierc"e fo"ung wanan. -
_.. ...... -... 
The s:>ldier takes pride i'n 
saluting his Captain, 
••• 
Some back a mare thrown from 
a thoroughbred, 
Troy backed its Helen; Troy' 
died and adored; 
Great nations blossom above; 
A slave bows do'tim to a slave. 
1Who'd ca.re~ dig 9~~ • said 
the old, old man, 
-~--
'Those six i'eet marked in 
chalk? -===-
Much I talk, more I walk; 
--- --
-Time I ... lf.e.r~ b,uri ed, ' said the 
old, old man. -
_,.,.,_ -- ----
••• nations ••• 
_....,..,1•- ... 
-, - --'-"--· 'c • .- ,,, ,'.:.,c_, -'"---,,~-:: ·--~ ·. 7,-.c,,,,:'c;._~ ..--.1... ~::. - • •:. ·._~- p: · ..... .:!... ...__..:,,._,. - ~ .. _";.-, _. / ..;:. ,__._.._•:_-.... _ ::..." :.~~-- -, ... -~~-' ·•-··'--•:- ' ~*~"~.' s..: ';~ •, ,,,.,,Ji',. '.>;:,..:,.c.,,• ;.,~.:;_-~ ·, •• 
c,,, '$>':j' ..1,;.'.;;,$~~-·~-•~;;:~'"7 :•, ~:-1;~:\~2.: -~-- . . . 
-~-
~ -
When order has weakened or 
faction is strong, 
Time for us all boys, to hit 
on a tune boys,. 
Take to the roads and go 
marching along; 
Lift, evexy mbther• s son, 
Lift, lift~ lift up the tune. 
Those fanatics all that we 
do would undo; • • • -
---
Soldiers take pride in saluting 
their captain., 
Where are the Captains that 
govem m~nd? 
What happens to a tree that 
has nothing w.i. thin it? 
0 marching 1-:d.nd, 0 blast of 
the wind 
Marchi.ng, marching along., 
Lift, lift, lift up the song. 
Those fanatics all that we 
do would undo; • • • -
-----
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••• 
Time tor us all to pick out a 
good tune, 
• •• along. 
March., march--How does it l'Ull?--
0 8IV" old words to a tune. 
•Who'd care ~ dig 1 !!!!., ' said 
!!!!_ old, ~ manp 
'Those sLx .feet marked in 
ch~ -
· .- Kuch I talk, more I aalk; 
Time I tJe:re burl.el;, said the 
--- -old., old man. 
---
~ •• Captain, 
i . . captains ••• 
· ••• happens a tree ••• 
••• wind., 
••• along. 
March, march., lift up the song: 
'Who• d care ~ dig '_!!,' said 
the old, old man 
1Tho'se s.i.Jt reet ~ed in 
chalk?- -
Much I talk; mora I t~alk; 
Time r ware buriad;e said tm 
..... old, old mano -
Once again, the key to tm major alterati.ons is the drama.tic 
influence at work., creating speci.fic., concrete scenes. Let us 
begin by cons-ldering Part I. Yeats was writing a ballad., but in 
the process he slightly overused choruses" actually uai.ng two 
. repe~ted choruses--(1) 11. 5-6, 1$-16., and 25-26; and ( 2) ll • 
.. .. tto,....... .. ,,., ....... ·-· ...... .,._........... 
7-101 17-20., and 27-30--where one would have been sufficient. 
-- ·- . 
However, bis cri'tical awareness waild not let such waste of words 
go unmended; thus, atten:li.~g to his dramatic instimts, he turned 
.... ;-. ,C,, 
- ---
...... -~_r.---
.. . 
l 
.. , ........ 
I . 
.- ~. 
._ ''.· )• ' .•. -- ... ,,. -~· <>--.· ! : - ·'..;• .. ~ · .. ' ' : 
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lines S-6., 1$-16., am 2S-26 as well as line l into specific., con-
crete scenes: line 1 nov set.a the action under the vary gallows 
the El> eak:er was to be hanged on · rather than at a vague somemiere 
in the vast ocean of the Revolution; lines 5 and 6 introduce the 
cart the doomed man was standing upon; lines 15 and 16 capture 
the crowd's mass emotion; and lines 25 and 26 emphasize the pride 
of the Irish, even in execution. The skeletal drama of the early' 
version has been gi van flesh and life. 
This approach was then extended to the choruses of the tm 
remaining songso Granted., the repeti ti.on of one chorus throl,\1h-
out the three ballads had helped to unify the parts; however., the 
.. 
continui.v of rhythm and the common revolutionary subject matter 
,:· 
. 
provides sufficient mortar. Converse~, much in the t:q of setti!li 
. 
particularized concrete scenes was gained th:mugh Yeats' writ.ing 
tlO new c~oruses, and, at the same time, the fervor of three 
distant characters, Yeats' old grandfather, the .fierce young 
wman, and the old, old man is emphasized through unique choric 
·, 62. 
repetitions within each unit • 
----=- ,. : .. ~-: , ... 4':""·.~.:..:: .. , ... ~~- ,:. 
-· :-.-
... _.- --'---·---· ~ - ·-. ,.__ .-2..: -~ 
" 
·• 
.• 
--··--··----· 
·- --- ·-- .·: ··-. ···-- - - .. - '-. _._. __ .. ·· -.~-. - ·.:~ .. ·>- -·-,.:.·~·-· ,.J .... ~:.. -• 
~ 
i 
. Conclusion 
In this tm sis a study of William Butler Yeats• revisions 
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of his lyric poet27 has been widertaken. The task of swmnarlzing 
findings remai.nso The subj~ct of Chapter Ona has bean the re-
visi.ons in Yeats• early poet:cy-, contained in Crossways and The 
. -
RoSe; two matters have been emphasized. Firstly., it has been 
, 
demonstrated that the primary force behind his early revisions 
1/~ 
was a desire to rid his style of elements -alulch had grcn,m dis-
tasteful to himo At least five characteristics 11ere the subjects 
of this revision: (1) archaic and eonventlona.Jly poetic words, 
(2) poetic contractions., (3) grammatical inversi.on and (4) un-
necessary repetition and superfluous metaphor were eliminated, 
while ( 5) merely ornamental repetition l1as replaced by f onnal 
repetition. ~llectively, these had been the result of strong 
Pre-Raphaelite influences in the poet• s youth; and their deletion 
represents his break away from the style of Sldnburne, Rossetti, 
and the decadent Dowson., to name but a few. 
Secondly, that Yeats W3S unsatisfied ld.t,h one revision of 
these early poems and, consequently, continued to change sane of 
them for the better parli of his life, has been pointed out. In 
" 
thi. s connection the reaction or critics to Yeats• constant re-
working· ha& liMn amoy&dj-··and~·--!n .. -tb-!t-eec,e or one poem, 11 SoITow 
. ........,......- ______ _,_... . 
of Love" the critical response to the final revision; ranging 
trom mild approbation to partl.al. censure, has been summarized. 
";·-
. .,. 
.. i 
---1 
I 
t 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
; 
·.'! 
... i 
-~ 
In Chapter Two, a st~ cantered in Yeats• revision or his 
later poetry has determined six general categories of changes. 
First, the efficacy lid. th which Yeats corrected errors in grammar· 
and information,. rewo~d poans for the sake of claritqj and cut 
lines and passages in··ofi~ to create intensity through economy 
of expression, has been illustratedo 
A. thorough examination 0£ tha changes in diction has shom 
Yeats' fervor in his search for the rlfjlt, the "inevitable" word, 
his desire to paint accurate pictures., his use of colloquial 
language., and his quest for suggestivity. Moreover, much has 
been made of revisions., p:rob~bly an outgrowth of his t-10rk in the 
theater and his gromng confidence, which create immediacy of 
scene, certainty of statement, and inclusiveness of generalization • 
·Alterations in structure, both small changes in syntax and 
revision of the larger di.visi.ons of poems, have been demonstrated. 
In the first case, Yeats' erasurei.'\of enjambment as well as changes 
which create parallelism in sentence structure have been noticedJ 
in the second, the regularization of ~e schema and stanza f'o:im, 
and the development of architectonic unity have been illustrated. 
In dealing with changes in rhythm, an attempt has been ma~ 
to look more closely at the particular a:Lteratiions and their 
' 
effects than have previous scho1ars: consequently, the enliven-
ing effect of anapestic feet and the emphatic role of trochees 
\ 
• .. -· ............
.............
........... -
• .,....... • , .... v., ................. ; ... ,._ ----. • • .• ••. 
• • ··-
am--spondees--all results of revision--have been mentioned; the ~~ .. _... ,... - .... __ ,, 
.. -·· ... ·-;,. . - .... . . . .. 
t· 
dr.L ve to unify sound and sense has been abundantly illustrated. 
,. Moreover, in conjunction with manges in rhythm, Yeats' redietribu-
•- •- ·-----·-·.··----~--.--·-·' 
c. 
- _ _,, ____ .. - ---"- .. ,·::..;~:"'.'::-:,!+~"~"""'.."·---- :·- -
~' 
.,·._·, .. 1''', 
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tion of stress upon words of high vocabulary value, pli.ncipall7 
y" .. ---- -·-- --··· ----·- --- ...... ·-·-
nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and upon aJl1terat1ve syllables, 
has been demonstrated. 
Finalzy-, alterat:llons which appear to issue from a dramatic 
instinct to develop concreteness have been studied. Along these 
lines, the minor ret-rorldng of' opening scena=setting lines and 
;P, the major reworking of rafrains toward concreteness, and the at-
tept to individualize characters have been emphasized. Since it 
has not been stated before, it should be mentioned now that it 
is within this section of the chapter that major alterations most 
closei_y resembling those considered in the latter half' of chapter 
one have been observed. 
When one considers tht t maey of the effects of revisi. on 
enumerated here parallel some of the outstan:iing charaeter.Lstics 
of Yeats• mature style--intensi. ty, immediacy, and concreteness--
the importance of revision in his stylistic development becomes 
apparento This is not to say that through raviSion alone Yeats 
•,, 
haamered out the hard:, cold, chiseled style of Last Poem.s from 
the lush, over=onwmented style of Crosatrais; mal\f other impo~am 
factors, some of them touched upon in this pa.per (!e Ko pla.Y 
writing and composing for the psaltezy) J> figured in the poet• s 
growth. Yet I believe that :revision played a significant., i! 
somati-m-a-a -merely experi.me~al- .. r.ole , . . in .. aff or.di.ng. tha .. oppor.t.uni ty ... ............. _.- .......... ··: . . 
to,fractice -poetic coiripoai tion in a light which constantly re- ·-- - - -
:... ~ .. . ' . . . . " "' ... "· :.. " ... . . -~ ,. . .. ' .. . ~ - - . . ,. - ~ 
minded him of bis worst faults and, therefore, urged him all the 
more toward perfectione 
,,;,,\>/\':i'}:>--~::,·'.'·-f.:_:'~~--S,.·,C·•·C,=.'''..:..__.' · . ....,;.;_;_.,;_..:.......____....,...,.---~~-._ ... , ... ,; ·.:- •-: ·:, ,,, :.·. ·.·,:.· .. ,,;., ·'." .:·;•-->-• .,, . . . • .. ..,, • ,. . . .. . _ • . . .
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